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Summary
Currently, the growth of solar photovoltaics (PV) in the northern part of the Netherlands is being stalled
due to grid capacity issues. The grid operators are planning to take expensive and slow to execute, grid
reinforcement measures to tackle this. This research aims to find a solution to facilitate the growth of
solar PV by dealing with the grid capacity issues in a different way. The motivation to do so finds its base
in the details of the grid capacity issues. These issues are caused by the inefficient use of the hosting
capacity of the grid. Solar PV plants are currently connected to the grid, mostly, at a connection capacity
that equals the installed capacity of that plant. This capacity is, however, only reached during rare peaks
in production. By dealing differently with these peaks, this research aims to investigate how and to what
extent power curtailment, energy storage, and varying the tilt and orientation of solar panels can
contribute to improving the efficiency of the hosting capacity use of the grid. Hereby, energy efficiency
and costs were taken into account.
By modeling solar PV plants in an extended version of the We-Energy tool, power curtailment, energy
storage, and different tilts and orientations were investigated. Power curtailment as a technique shows
great potential to improve the efficient use of the grid, from an energy perspective as well as from a
cost perspective. Energy storage has the potential to improve the energy efficiency of the use of power
curtailment. As an individual technique, energy storage is not able to improve the efficient use of the
grid. Besides, it is considered to be costly. Lastly, using different tilts and orientations than optimal, are
from an energy efficient and cost perspective unfavorable. Similar to energy storage, this technique is
not able to improve the efficiency of the use of the grid.
Several scenarios are proposed as potential solutions to the grid capacity issues. Each scenario includes
power curtailment and a few also include energy storage. The scenarios are mostly based on different
levels of curtailment at which a cost-optimum can be identified. Firstly, a scenario is proposed at the
lowest level of curtailment at which the total costs per kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity is equal to the
reference scenario. Secondly, a curtailment scenario is defined with a curtailment level at which the
total costs minus the total benefits of a solar PV plant are the lowest. Thirdly, a curtailment scenario is
presented at which the total costs per kWh are the lowest. The first two scenarios form the basis of the
fourth and fifth scenario, which both include energy storage. The cost savings induced to curtailment
are in both scenarios invested in energy storage systems. As a result, the total costs per kWh for these
two scenarios end up being higher compared to the reference case.
All presented scenarios enable more efficient grid use by solar PV plants. The potential installed capacity
of solar PV that can be facilitated by the current electricity grid can even increase up to 75% by
implementing these scenarios. These scenarios, which only include curtailment, result in significant
costs savings as well as a reduction in total costs per kWh of electricity. More importantly, the scenarios
can be implemented as a solution on short notice and enable the growth of solar PV to continue.
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Samenvatting
Momenteel wordt de groei van solar PV in het noorden van Nederland vertraagd door
capaciteitsproblemen in het elektriciteitsnet. Netbeheerders proberen dit probleem te verhelpen door
het net te verzwaren. Netverzwaring is echter duur en het kan jaren duren. Dit onderzoek probeert een
oplossing te zoeken om de groei van solar PV te kunnen blijven faciliteren door anders met de
capaciteitsproblemen om te gaan. De reden hiervoor is te vinden door gedetailleerder naar de
capaciteitsproblemen te kijken. Het probleem wordt namelijk veroorzaakt door inefficiënt gebruik van
de hosting capaciteit van het elektriciteitsnet. Zonneparken worden over het algemeen aangesloten aan
het elektriciteitsnet met een connectiecapaciteit dat gelijk is aan de totale capaciteit van de
geïnstalleerde zonnepanelen. Deze capaciteit wordt echter alleen benut, door pieken in de productie
die zelden voorkomen. Door anders met deze pieken om te gaan, probeert dit onderzoek te kijken hoe
en tot hoeverre power curtailment, energieopslag en verschillende hellingshoeken en oriëntaties van
zonnepanelen kunnen helpen om het gebruik van de hosting capaciteit van het elektriciteitsnet
efficiënter te maken. Hierbij worden de energie-efficiency en de kosten zoveel mogelijk in acht
genomen.
Door zonneparken te modeleren in een uitgebreide versie van de We-Energy tool, zijn power
curtailment, energieopslag en verschillende hellingshoeken en oriëntaties onderzocht. De techniek,
power curtailment, laat veel potentie zien om de efficiency van het gebruik van het netwerk te
verbeteren, zowel vanuit energie als kosten perspectief. Energieopslag laat ook potentie zien om
gebruikt te worden in combinatie met power curtailment om de energie-efficiency te verbeteren.
Echter, als losse techniek is energieopslag niet in staat de efficiency van het gebruik van het netwerk te
verbeteren. Tevens is het erg duur bevonden. Als laatste, het gebruik van verschillende hellingshoeken
en oriëntaties, anders dan optimaal, resulteert zowel qua energie-efficiency als qua kosten in negatieve
resultaten. Vergelijkbaar met energieopslag, is deze techniek op zichzelf niet in staat het netgebruik te
verbeteren.
In dit onderzoek worden meerdere scenario als potentiele oplossing gepresenteerd voor problemen
van het elektriciteitsnet. In ieder scenario is power curtailment meegenomen en in een paar daarvan is
ook energieopslag meegenomen. De scenario’s zijn vooral gebaseerd op verschillende niveaus van
power curtailment waar een kosten optimum gevonden kan worden. Het eerste scenario is gebaseerd
op het laagste curtailment niveau waarbij de totale kosten per kilowattuur (kWh) gelijk zijn als het
referentie scenario. Als tweede is er een scenario met een curtailment niveau dat resulteert in de
laagste totale kosten minus de totale opbrengsten voor een zonnepark. Een derde scenario is gebaseerd
op het curtailment niveau waarop de totale kosten per kWh het laagst is. Daarnaast worden de eerste
twee scenario’s ook gebruikt voor het vierde en vijfde scenario waarin energieopslag wordt meenemen.
De kosten die worden bespaard door het gebruik van power curtailment worden in deze scenario’s
geïnvesteerd in energieopslag. Als resultaat gaan de totale kosten per kWh in deze twee scenario’s
omhoog in vergelijking met het referentie scenario.
Al deze scenario maken efficiënter elektriciteitsnetgebruik door zonneparken mogelijk. De potentiele
geïnstalleerde capaciteit aan zonnepanelen dat door het elektriciteitsnet gefaciliteerd kan worden kan
door het implementeren van deze scenario’s zelfs toenemen tot en met 75%. Daarnaast zorgen de
scenario’s met alleen power curtailment voor significante kostenbesparingen en lagere totale kosten
per kWh aan elektriciteit. Tot slot, kunnen de scenario’s op korte termijn geïmplementeerd worden en
zodoende kan de groei van solar PV zich doorzetten.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the contribution of renewable energy sources in global energy production has grown
tremendously. Especially for solar photovoltaics (PV), 2017 was a landmark, as the global added capacity
of solar PV exceeded the added capacity of any other power generating type of technology. Several
factors had a role in this development, namely; the increasing competitiveness of solar PV, the rising
demand for electricity in developing countries and the need for clean technology (REN21, 2018).
Due to the increase of solar PV, obstacles are emerging that need to be overcome in order to keep
expanding the installed solar PV capacity. Many of these obstacles are linked to the intermittency of
solar PV generation. The current problems caused by the intermittency of solar PV are mostly found in
grid-connected PV systems, such as grid-connected voltage fluctuations, unintentional islanding, and
power fluctuations in the grid. The severity of these problems increases with the increasing penetration
of solar PV, as has been happening in the past few years (Mateo et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2015;
Shivashankar et al., 2016).
In line with the problems caused by the intermittency of solar PV, the most common constraint limiting
the increasing PV penetration in the electricity grid is overvoltage. This is induced by the overproduction
of power (Mateo et al., 2017; Stetz et al., 2013). In practice, in the Netherlands, more specific in the
northern province of Groningen, the grid operators have indicated that the electricity grid is close to
exceeding its capacity. The high-voltage grid operator (Tennet) and the local grid operator (Enexis)
reported that due to the fast expansion of solar PV in the northern area, the grid is not able to handle
any further expansion of the installed capacity (NOS, 2018). In the beginning of 2019, Enexis and Tennet
had to deny several requests for a grid connection for solar PV projects, as the grid has reached its limits
in some areas. Considering this problem, reinforcing the grid, and by this increasing the hosting capacity
of the grid, is the proposed solution (NOS, 2019). In this research the hosting capacity is defined as
(Mateo et al., 2017; Patsalides et al., 2016): ‘the maximum amount of PV that can be accommodated
without impacting system operation (reliability, power quality, thermal limits, spatial placement, etc.)
under existing control and infrastructure configurations’. Grid reinforcements, however, involve high
costs and can take years to put in place (Mateo et al., 2017; NOS, 2018; Stetz et al., 2013).
When taking a closer look at the problem, the hosting capacity of the grid is only insufficient for a few
hours of the year (Mateo et al., 2017). The hosting capacity is only reached during maximum peak
generation moments. Also, by expanding the grid, the overproduction, when not consumed, is shifted
to other parts of the grid, which are not reinforced. Taking all of this into account, a possible solution
should be research in dealing differently with the solar PV production peaks, instead of reinforcing the
grid. This way the maximum power output of a solar PV plant can be lowered, and thus reserves
relatively less hosting capacity on the grid. The term ‘connection capacity’ in this research is considered
as the maximum allowed power output to the grid of a solar PV plant. Since nowadays the connection
capacity is considered to be equal to the installed capacity, lowering the connection capacity (and not
the installed capacity) would result in more efficient use of the existing hosting capacity of the grid.
Existing technologies such as energy storage and power curtailment are already applied to manage the
intermittency and the linked problems (Denholm et al., 2015; Mateo et al., 2017; Shivashankar et al.,
2016; Von Appen et al., 2013). Power curtailment is, however, often bound by legislation and often only
allowed as a measure of last resort, for example in Germany and China, to ensure power security (Ding
et al., 2016; Mateo et al., 2017; Stetz et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the literature suggests that curtailment
is a very effective technique to take care of voltage rise and it is deemed necessary with extremely high
levels of PV penetration (Denholm and Margolis, 2007; Karimi et al., 2016). For the grid operator, it is
even considered to be the most cost-effective solution compared to grid reinforcements or using
battery storage (Idlbi et al., 2016; Karimi et al., 2016). For the solar PV plant owners, on the contrary,
power curtailment is unfavorable since it limits the revenues (Shivashankar et al., 2016).
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Energy storage is also suggested as a possible solution to the problems caused by solar PV, of which
voltage rise is only one problem (Karimi et al., 2016; Nghitevelekwa and Bansal, 2018; Shivashankar et
al., 2016). Energy storage can be used to lower the production peaks. Energy will then be stored during
peak hours and released during the hours when there is no surplus of solar PV (Zahedi, 2011). Also, the
literature suggests the combination of energy storage with power curtailment. It can smoothen the PV
output and reduce the required size of the energy storage system. The combination was also found to
be the best economical solution to deal with the intermittency of solar PV (Omran et al., 2011;
Shivashankar et al., 2016). Idlbi et al. presented a cost-benefit analysis on the implementation of battery
storage in a medium voltage network and it was compared to power curtailment and grid
reinforcement. The research showed cost-effective scenarios in which storage was used to defer grid
reinforcements (Idlbi et al., 2016).
Another possibility to deal with the production peaks is by using different tilt and orientations of the
solar PV arrays (Doroshenko and Rosenberg, 2018; Freitas et al., 2018; Hartner et al., 2015; Litjens et
al., 2017). Changing the tilt and orientation has an effect on the daily and seasonal pattern of the output
of a solar PV array. For a fixed mounted solar PV array, one angle combination maximizes the total
output of a solar PV array. Research suggests deviating from both optimal angles can smoothen the
output (Hartner et al., 2015; Litjens et al., 2017).
In the application of all techniques, there is always a loss in energy, either due to underproduction,
storage efficiencies or not operating under the optimal orientations. In its turn, these energy losses can
be considered costs, on top of the costs originating from the implementation of these techniques.
Applying these techniques result in a reduction of the total energy efficiency as well as a financial tradeoff, considering the grid reinforcement costs.
However, the aforementioned techniques have never been researched in combination to investigate
how the hosting capacity of the grid could be used more efficiently. Therefore, within this report, the
individual techniques, as well as the possible combinations, are modeled and investigated. The aim of
this research is to propose possible solutions to use the hosting capacity of the electricity grid more
efficiently by reducing the connection capacity of solar PV plants, taking the energy efficiency and costs
into account. The proposed scenarios are then applied to the case of the province of Groningen.

1.1 Problem definition
The hosting capacity of the electricity grid for the electricity production by solar PV systems is limited.
Exceeding this limit can result in overvoltage. The share of the hosting capacity required by solar PV
plants is currently determined by the installed capacity of the plant. Since this capacity is only ever met
during rare peaks in production, significant hosting capacity is not being used efficiently. In its turn, it
impedes installing more solar PV. Without using the hosting capacity more efficient, only expensive grid
reinforcement measures can be taken to facilitate solar PV growth.

1.2 Research aim and research questions
The aim of this research is to investigate how and to what extent power curtailment, energy storage
and the tilt and orientation of solar panels can contribute to making more efficient use of the hosting
capacity of the grid. Several scenarios should give more insights into the effects of the individual
techniques and combinations of techniques on lowering the connection capacity of large-scale solar PV
plants. Based on the findings, scenarios are implemented in a case study on the province of Groningen.
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In line with the research aim the following main research question and sub-questions are formulated:
How can the hosting capacity of the existing electricity grid be used more efficiently by using power
curtailment, energy storage and different tilts and orientations in large-scale solar PV plants, while
taking the energy efficiency and costs into account?

1. How can a current large-scale solar PV plant be modeled?
2. How can energy storage, power curtailment and the tilt and orientation of solar panels
reduce the connection capacity of a large-scale solar PV park?
a. How can these techniques best be modeled?
3. How can the implementation of the techniques be optimized in costs and energy efficiency?
4. What is the potential for solar PV plants in the electricity grid of the province of Groningen
by implementing the three techniques without grid reinforcements?

1.3 Scope and system boundaries
This research focuses on a utility-scale (> 1 MWp) solar PV plant that is connected to the grid in the
province of Groningen. The system receives Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) as an input and delivers
an output. This output is the net production, which is the outcome of the total input corrected by the
tilt and orientation, power curtailment and energy storage. This net production is the power that flows
into the grid.
Within this research, a solar PV plant is considered a black-box system, with the previously mentioned
input and output and a certain set of system characteristics. These characteristics describe the setup
and location of the plant, including the tilt and orientation and the possible use of energy storage and
power curtailment. These are all within the boundaries of the system. Figure 1 displays the system with
the corresponding boundaries. All measures and operations that can be taken by the grid operator are
outside the boundaries of the system. The costs of grid reinforcements, the electricity price and the
hosting capacity of the connected grid are related to the output and therefore within the boundaries.
Demand and the grid in its complexity are not within the boundaries of the system. For the case study
on the province of Groningen, only, multiple solar PV plants are considered that are interconnected by
the electricity grid.

Figure 1 Schematic of the considered system in this research. The grey marked area is considered to be the system
boundaries.
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Furthermore, an hourly time scale is used for this research, since the generation peaks are within this
scope. Also, this scale includes all relevant trends for the purpose of this research, such as the seasonal
and daily trend. Consequently, it limits the measures and technologies to be considered.
Finally, several factors are not included in this research. Land use is not considered since this is currently
not the limiting factor. Also, in this research politics, rules and regulations are neglected, since the
purpose of this research is to focus on financial and technical possibilities.

1.4 Methodology
For this research, first of all, a literature review is required on the background of solar PV systems,
energy storage, power curtailment and the tilts and orientations of solar panels. Special focus is
necessary for all aspects that are relevant for the previously described system. This includes research
on the most suitable techniques and the technical specifications and costs that are accompanied. Also,
system specific data needs to be collected.
Secondly, the existing We-Energy tool developed by the Hanze Research Centre Energy is extended and
adapted to make it suitable for the purposes of this research. The latest version, dated 17-8-2018, has
a module for solar PV plants, however, it is only based on the GHI and does not correct for the tilt and
orientation of the solar panels. To include the tilt and orientation variations an existing validated model
developed by a bachelor student, Rick Stratingh, is implemented in the We-Energy tool (Stratingh,
2018). Furthermore, an energy storage module and a power curtailment module are implemented as
well. The implementation of these modules requires validation before the model can be used for further
purposes.
Thirdly, different scenarios are considered and modeled. The effects of each individual technique and
combinations of these techniques are included. To start, the effects of the techniques on the energy
efficiency will be analyzed, before the costs are considered and optimized.
Finally, a case study will be conducted on the presented problems in the electricity grid in the province
of Groningen. Modeled scenarios form the basis for possible solutions that will be applied to the case
study.

1.5 Reading guide
The content of this research can be divided into several sections. After this introductory section, some
background information is provided in section 2. This section is followed by the model description of
the considered model in this research, the We-Energy tool. This tool is used for several scenarios which
are discussed in the next three sections. These sections consist of, first, the scenarios descriptions
followed by the results. The first of three, section 4, is focused on the effects of the individual techniques
in the technical analysis. It forms input to the next section, section 5, which includes the financial
analysis. Sections 4 and 5 together, form the required input and knowledge for the final scenarios, in
section 6. The results of the final scenarios are implemented in the case study in section 7. After which
the research is finalized by a discussion in section 8 and conclusion in section 9. The references can be
found in section 10, followed by the appendices, section 11.
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2 Background
2.1 Large solar PV plants in Groningen
Several large solar PV plants have been developed in recent years in the province of Groningen. In 2017
the largest plant of the Netherlands was constructed in the Eemshaven (NOS, 2017). Table 1 depicts all
large (> 1 MWp) constructed solar PV plants in the province of Groningen. Multiple more have received
permits to be developed in the near future (Gegevensknooppunt Groningen, 2018).
Table 1 Large solar PV plants in the province of Groningen (Gegevensknooppunt Groningen, 2018)

Solar Park
Vierverlaten
Woldjerspoor
Sunport Delfzijl
Veendam

Capacity (MWp)
2
10
30
13.5

Panels (#)
7777
40000
120000
48214

Orientation
South
South
East-west
South

2.2 Tilt and orientation of solar panels
Literature (Hartner et al., 2015; Litjens et al., 2017; Tröster and Schmidt, 2012) states that by changing
the tilt or orientation, the production can be shifted from summer to winter and throughout the day.
For fixed mounted solar PV panels, one angle combination maximizes the total output of the PV panels.
Researchers and PV installers claim that by varying the angle combinations the output of a PV system
can be smoothened and the peak be reduced. Consequently, this means that by any deviation of the
optimal combination there will be a loss in the total output (Hartner et al., 2015; Litjens et al., 2017;
Tröster and Schmidt, 2012). Important for this application is to establish whether using this principle
can move the production peak such that it produces on another moment on the day more than the
optimal configuration. Otherwise, it is indeed possible that the configuration lowers the system’s
production peak, which results only in a reduction of production, but not in a change in its production
curve (Tröster and Schmidt, 2012). Additionally, literature does often not consider a difference in costs
for different tilts and orientations. Costs are often represented as the costs per unit of installed capacity
(Beurskens and Lemmers, 2017; Fraunhofer ISE, 2018; Heynen et al., 2018).

2.3 Energy storage
All energy storage systems that currently exist have their advantages and disadvantages and each
system is only suited for specific applications. This research is focused on storage systems that could
operate on an hourly time scale to reduce the production peaks. Also, the size should be sufficient for
utility-scale solar PV plants. Given these requirements, IRENA (2017) suggests, based on a figure that
can be found in the appendix, in section 11.1, that NaS batteries, Flow batteries, Advanced Lead-acid
batteries, Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) and Pumped Hydro are suitable storage techniques
(IRENA, 2017). Energy storage is known as a costly application and often decisive in practical
implementations. Therefore, in this research, the costs for energy storage are therefore included. The
costs of an energy storage system depend on the storage capacity and the specific storage technique
and are often represented as the costs (€) per kWh (IRENA, 2017).

2.4 Power curtailment
Power curtailment is considered as a very effective technique in preventing output peaks by a solar PV
plant. Nowadays it is often applied to prevent grid congestion and during low load periods when there
is excess energy power (Bird et al., 2014). Bird et al. (2014) define curtailment as ‘a reduction in the
output of a generator from what it could otherwise produce given available resources typically on an
involuntary basis’. Considering this definition, the efficiency can be calculated based on the potential
and actual output. The technical details of power curtailment are outside the scope of this research.
Only the working principle and the costs of different power curtailment techniques are of interest.
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Omran (2011) discusses two different techniques of curtailment, using a dump load or controlling the
power output, by operating below the maximum power point (Omran et al., 2011). A dump load would
require additional installations and costs while controlling the output does not. This principle works as
follows: a solar panel produces the most power at a specific voltage and current. Any deviation of these
values results in a decrease in power output. This can be controlled by an adapted control strategy of
the modern power conditioning unit.

2.5 Additional financial factors
2.5.1 Grid reinforcement costs
The research focused on how the grid can be used more efficiently, to defer grid reinforcements. The
actual implementation depends largely on the financial trade-off between the costs of the taken
measure to increase the more efficient use of the grid and the costs required for the grid
reinforcements. Based on research of Frontier Economics (2015), the costs for grid reinforcement to
facilitate renewable energy sources are significant and are estimated to be €325,000.00 per MW of
installed capacity (Frontier Economics, 2015).
2.5.2 Solar PV plant costs
In general, for the cost representation of a large-scale solar PV plant an investment cost per installed
Wp is considered (Heynen et al., 2018). Based on numbers provided by companies active within the
Dutch sector, the investment costs of a solar PV plant are determined to be € 0.92 euro per Wp. These
costs include the solar panels, the inverter, all other components (such as wiring and mounting
systems), installation and financial products (such as insurances, lease costs, and monitoring costs). The
total investment costs also form the basis to determine the annual operation and maintenance (o&m)
costs of a solar PV plant. These costs are estimated to be 1% of the total investment costs (Beurskens
and Lemmers, 2017).
2.5.3 Connection costs
Furthermore, once a solar PV plant is constructed it requires to be connected to the electricity grid.
Connecting a large-scale solar PV plant to the grid imply significant investment costs. These connection
costs are made up of the costs depending on the connection capacity of the plant and the costs of the
cable depending on its length and the capacity. Enexis, the local grid operator in Groningen, considers
the initial connection costs as shown in Table 2. Custom costs are required for connection capacities
above the 10 MW (Enexis, 2019a).
Table 2 Initial connection costs for a grid connection for a solar PV plant (Enexis, 2019a)

Connection capacity
< 1.75 MW
1.75 MW – 6 MW
6 MW – 10 MW
> 10 MW

Costs connection capacity
€24,428.00
€182,584.00
€266,528.00
Custom costs

Costs for cable
€63.90/m
€132.50/m
€155.40/m
Custom costs

Next to the initial costs for the grid connection, annual recurring costs need to be taken into account.
These costs consist of capacity costs and cable costs and are shown in Table 3 (Enexis, 2019b).
Furthermore, for the costs of a connection capacity higher than 10 MW, custom costs are required.
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Table 3 Annual connection costs for a grid connection for a solar PV plant(Enexis, 2019b)

Connection capacity
< 1.75 MW
1.75 MW – 3 MW
3 MW – 6 MW
6 MW – 10 MW
> 10 MW

Costs connection capacity
€675
€1,854
€1,854
€2,164
Custom costs

Costs for cable
€0/m
€0/m
€2.38/m
€2.62/m
Custom costs

2.5.4 SDE+ subsidy
Another important financial factor for the realization of solar PV plants in the Netherlands is currently
an available subsidy. It is provided by the Dutch government to stimulate the development of solar PV
plants (RVO, 2019). This subsidy is neglected in this research since it only considers the current
circumstances to develop solar PV plants. Combining the subsidy with the content of this research would
result in unforeseen and unintended results.
2.5.5 Electricity price
The revenues of a large-scale solar PV plant are essential for the financial feasibility of such a project.
The revenues depend on the spot price, which is determined by the APX, the Dutch electricity market.
The average electricity price over 2017 was €39.31 euro per MWh (EPEX SPOT, 2018). However, the
electricity price is not constant. Several trends can be identified in price fluctuations. Frontier
Economics (2015) discusses the average daily price structure for the year 2020, as shown in Figure 2
(Frontier Economics, 2015). Based on the figure, electricity is more valuable during the beginning of the
evening than on other moments of the day.
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Figure 2 Average daily electricity price structure (Frontier Economics, 2015)
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3 Model description: We-Energy tool
To model a solar PV plant in Groningen the We-Energy tool is used. The model consists of several layers
as shown in Figure 3. The tool has many modules, which are interconnected and produce outputs and
inputs for each other. The purpose of the model is to be able to model complete and complex energy
systems, from houses to a complete village, including demand, supply, different energy resources, and
many more features.
For this research, only the solar ‘PV SDE’ module is used. The We-Energy tool version of 17-08-2018
enables the user to model a basic solar PV plant. The module, however, excludes the correction needed
on the production for the tilt and orientation of solar PV panels, as well as the option to curtail the
power output. Energy storage is also not included in the latest version of the We-Energy tool, neither
on the modular level nor on the functional level. For the purpose of this research, the PV SDE module is
expanded by implementing three sub-modules on the functional level as shown in Figure 3.

Model level

We-Energy
tool

Modular level
Functional level

Tilt and
Orientation

PV SDE

PV PCR

Energy
Storage

Power
Curtailment

WIND SDE

WIND PCR

Other
modules

Figure 3 The setup of the We-Energy tool, of which the highlighted modules are relevant for this research. The functional
level is specifically developed for this research.

The storage module is implemented in the We-Energy tool after the gross production as shown in Figure
4. It is chosen to compute the energy storage before power curtailment, as this way the amount of
curtailed energy can be determined based on the production as well as on the energy that could be
stored. The working of the tilt and orientation, energy storage and power curtailment modules are
respectively discussed in section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
Available solar irradiation per m2
Solar irradiation on plane of panel per m2
Gross production of the solar PV plant
Production in combination with storage
Production in combination with curtailment
Net production of the solar PV plant
Figure 4 Calculation order with all steps within the PV SDE module

3.1 Tilt and orientation module
For a better representation of the generation of electricity by a solar panel, the We-Energy tool is
expanded with the solar panel output model (SPOM) that was initially designed by BSc Rick Stratingh.
The model calculates the irradiance that is being received by a solar PV panel under a specified tilt and
orientation based on the GHI. This data is provided by the KNMI (KNMI, 2019). By comparing the
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measured output of multiple solar panels, the model was validated. These solar panels, located at
EnTranCe in Groningen, were positioned in different tilts and orientations (Stratingh, 2018). During the
implementation, the SPOM required an adjustment after which it was validated again. More details on
the adjusted module and its validation can be found in the appendix in section 11.2.
With the corrected SPOM model implemented in the We-Energy tool, the solar PV module was
successfully expanded. Validation of the module was considered not to be required since the SPOM was
already validated, which forms the basis of the module. The module only includes Eq. 1 to calculate the
total production by one solar PV plant at hour i and with its sum being the annual gross production of
the PV plant. The module showed even a better accuracy compared to the existing tool Ninja, due to
the use of different types of data. More can be found in section 11.3 in the appendix.
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0 = 𝜂3 ∗ 𝜂5 ∗ 𝐴5 ∗ 𝑁5 ∗ 𝐸0

Eq. 1

Table 4 All required variables to calculate the total gross output per hour of the solar PV plant

Variable
𝜼𝑰
𝜼𝑷
𝑨𝑷
𝑵𝑷
𝑬𝒊

Definition
Inverter efficiency
Panel efficiency
Area of panel
Number of panels
Total irradiance on the plane of the array at hour i

Unit
%
%
m2

W/m2

3.2 Energy storage module
For the implementation of the storage module, the characteristics depicted in Table 5 are required for
the model. By changing these characteristics, several different storage techniques can be modeled. Only
two characteristics are not depending on the storage technique. These characteristics, the start charge
and the storage threshold, are determined by the model user. The start state is the state of the storage
module at the beginning of the modeling. The storage threshold characteristic is the threshold at which
the storage module is either charged or discharged, which can also be defined as a percentage of the
installed capacity of the plant. Since demand is outside the scope of this research, the storage will
discharge when the input is below the storage threshold until the storage is empty. The working of the
storage system is discussed next.
Table 5 Energy storage characteristics used for the storage module (Ibrahim et al., 2008)

Characteristic
Storage capacity
Maximum charge
Maximum discharge
Depth of discharge
Storage efficiency
Self-discharge
Storage threshold
Start state

Symbol
𝑊AB
𝑃DEF,H
𝑃DEF,I
DoD
𝜂
SD
ST
SS

Unit
kWh
kW
kW
%
%
%/h
kW
%

The storage module receives the gross production of the solar PV plant per hour and gives an output
per hour. The calculations that are made depend on the storage threshold and the input every hour,
which result in three different calculation scenarios as is shown in Figure 5. The self-discharge, the state,
and the output are always calculated. The charge, gross discharge, and net discharge are calculated
depending on how the storage threshold and the input of the storage module relate to each other. The
exact working of a randomly chosen storage system is shown in Figure 6. A random sunny day is shown
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on which the boundaries of the storage system are reached. The details are not of interest since it is
merely used to illustrate the working of the storage system.
For the first 8 hours of the day the input to the storage system, the gross production, is lower than the
storage threshold (calculation scenario ‘ST > In’ of Figure 5). After this hour the storage threshold is
exceeded, which triggers the charging of the storage (calculation scenario ‘ST < In’ of Figure 5). At hour
10, the difference of the gross production and the storage threshold has exceeded the maximum
charge. The storage can only charge with its maximum charging capacity, so the surplus is directly
becoming the output. At hour 13, the storage is charged to its maximum capacity. All further input
cannot be stored anymore until the storage is discharged. Again, in this case, the input becomes directly
the output, without the interference of the storage system. After hour 15 the storage threshold is
crossed again. Only this time, the storage can start discharging. The maximum discharge is reached at
hour 18 and 19. After these hours the storage will continue to discharge until hour 21 when the storage
system is empty.
In this specific example, as can be seen in Figure 6, the maximum charge, the maximum discharge, and
the maximum storage capacity are all reached during this day. Also, at hour 21 the storage is empty
again, to possibly be charged the next day again. All of these factors depend on a specific storage system,
its size and the input the storage system receives.
A detailed mathematical representation can be found in the appendix in section 11.4.1. The module is
also validated using two validation methods. The elaboration of this can be found also in the appendix
in section 11.4.2.

Figure 5 Schematic representations of the calculation scenarios within the storage module
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Figure 6 Storage system behavior for one random sunny day where the boundaries of the storage system are reached

3.3 Power curtailment module
The curtailment module is implemented in the We-Energy tool after the storage module. This means
that the output of the solar PV plant in combination with storage forms the input for the curtailment
module. The module calculates the output in combination with curtailment by using the input and a
curtailment threshold (CT). This threshold can be set as a percentage of the installed capacity. The
specific mathematical representation and the validation of the curtailment module can be found in the
appendix, section 11.5. The output of this module forms also the output, the net production, of the
overarching solar PV module.
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4 Technical analysis
In this section, the individual techniques, as well as several combinations of these techniques, are
modeled. The effects on the maximum net production and the energy efficiency are analyzed. Finally,
a comparison is made between the different techniques.

4.1 Scenario descriptions
4.1.1 Reference solar PV plant
For the scenarios, a reference plant (REF) is used to model the optimal output of a large-scale solar PV
plant. Based on the average number of panels in existing plants in Groningen, see section 2, and the
fact that planned plants are becoming larger on average (ROM3D, 2018), a plant with 50,000 panels is
defined as the reference plant. The panels will be orientated to the south under an optimal tilt of 35
degrees (ENGIE, 2018). The reference plant is located around Eelde Airport near Groningen. The KNMI,
the Royal Dutch meteorological institute, has a weather station located here of which accurate weather
data is available that is needed for the model.

Next to this, the technology of the solar panels is defined to be multi-crystalline, since this technology
has the largest share in the global production of solar panels in 2017 (Fraunhofer ISE, 2018). The TSM300 PC14 solar panel is considered for modeling (Trina Solar, 2014). For the reference plant, this would
result in an installed capacity of 15 MWp. Although this decision is mostly arbitrary, this type of panel
was chosen as it is suited for utility-scale applications. Except for the efficiency of the solar panels, all
other system losses within the reference solar PV plant are neglected. These losses would be
represented as a percentage of the output which would relatively not make a difference in any
comparisons between scenarios. An overview of the details of the reference solar PV plant is depicted
in Table 6.
Table 6 Parameters of the reference solar PV plant

Plant location
Longitude
Latitude
Solar Panel
Amount
Technology
Capacity (Wp)
Dimensions (m)
Area (m2)
Panel efficiency (%)
Plant configuration
Orientation (degrees)
Tilt (degrees)
System Efficiency (%)

Eelde
53.125
6.585
TSM-300 PC14
50000
Multi-crystalline
300
1.956 x 0.992 x 0.040
1.940
15.5
Fixed
0 (South)
35
100

Now the reference plant is defined, a scenario is modeled to visualize the considered problem, which
illustrates the current inefficient use of the electricity grid. For this purpose, it is of interest how the
distribution of the hourly production would look like. All hours of the reference plant over the period
2001 to 2016 are modeled to obtain a more balanced view on the distribution, compared to only
modeling one year. A distribution of all hours will be included as well as a selection of the hours when
there was actual production (all hours with net production ¹ 0 kWh).
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4.1.2 Effect of tilt and orientation
To view the effect of the tilt and orientation of the panels on the net production, the reference solar PV
plant is initially modeled over the period 2001-2016 together with two very different setups. The two
different setups were chosen to visualize the range and the effect of different configurations. Table 7
shows the different configuration of these three scenarios. Scenarios E10 and W45 are equal to the
reference plants except that the configurations are changed.
Table 7 Different tilt and orientation setups for 3 scenarios. The tilt is measured from horizontal.

Scenario
REF
E10
W45

Tilt
35
10
45

Orientation
0 (south)
-90 (east)
90 (west)

For the purpose of this research, however, it is of interest to consider a practical configuration that
could lower the production peak and smoothen the production. To do so, a common configuration is
considered, namely an east-west configuration (Tröster and Schmidt, 2012). This is also the
configuration of the largest plant in Groningen as is stated in Table 1. It considers 50% of its panels to
be orientated east and 50% west. Both orientations have a tilt of 15 degrees. To investigate the eastwest configuration (EW15), it is compared to the reference plant (REF). For these scenarios, the weather
data of 2003 is used since this year the most GHI was received, such it provides an extreme scenario
(KNMI, 2019). The difference in net production between EW15 and REF will be referred to as the ‘net
efficiency’. This term represents throughout this research the energy efficiency of a scenario compared
to the optimal configurated reference plant that applies no energy storage or power curtailment. The
net efficiency is calculated by dividing the net production of a scenario by the net production of REF. To
finalize, the daily average of REF and EW15 over 2001 and 2016, are compared per hour to elaborate
more on the total average effect.
4.1.3 Effect of energy storage
To see what the effect is of storage on the net production of a solar PV plant, the reference solar PV
plant is modeled based on the weather data of 2003 in combination with different setups of a storage
system. To have a realistic representation of a storage system, the Tesla ‘Powerpack’ 2 is used, which
has a storage capacity of 210 kWh. This system has already been applied on large scales (> 1MWh) and
in combination with solar PV plants (Tesla, 2018). The value for self-discharge was not available and
since it is assumed not to have a significant impact, it is set to zero. Details on and a figure of the
Powerpack can be found in the appendix in section 11.6. Furthermore, the storage systems are
considered to be empty at start. The setups per scenario change per storage threshold, which is set at
25% (ST25), 50% (ST50) and 75% (ST75) of the total installed capacity of the solar PV plant, and per
storage capacity, as shown in Table 8. The storage capacity for the scenarios is defined in the number
of powerpacks. These scenarios should provide some insight into the effect of the different storage
thresholds and the effect of the different storage sizes on the net production of a solar PV plant.
Table 8 Different storage capacities per scenario

Scenario name
Number of Powerpacks
Storage Capacity (MWh)

PP1
1
0.210

PP5
5
1.05

PP10
10
2.1

PP50
50
10.5

PP100
100
21

4.1.4 Effect of power curtailment
The effect of power curtailment on the net efficiency and lowering connection capacity will be
investigated by modeling the reference plant in combination with different curtailment thresholds. The
curtailment thresholds range from 0% to 100% with steps of 10% (CTXX, where XX represents the
curtailment threshold in %). This means that, given the reference plant with a curtailment threshold of
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50%, named CT50, the net production of the plant is curtailed above the 7500 kW per hour (50% * 15
MWp). The different curtailment thresholds will be compared to each other by comparing the average
hourly net production and the average hourly curtailed energy, based on the weather data of 2003.
Finally, the net efficiency will be plotted against the curtailment threshold.
4.1.5 Combined techniques
The techniques will also be combined in several scenarios to investigate the effect different
combinations can have. The basis for every scenario is the reference plant modeled with the weather
data of 2003. For the tilt and orientation, a south configuration (tilt of 35 degrees) and an east-west
configuration (both orientation under a 15-degree tilt) are considered. Energy storage is included for
two different storage threshold, 25% and 50% and 2 different storage capacities, 50 (10.5 MWh) and
100 (21 MWh) Powerpacks. In contrary to section 4.1.3, higher storage thresholds and smaller storage
capacities are not considered since these are presumed not to have a significant impact. Especially for
the storage capacity, this is based on the size of the solar PV plant. Finally, to include power curtailment,
power curtailment thresholds are set at 25%, 50%, and 75%. For energy storage and power curtailment,
it is also possible to not be included in a scenario. A scenario that excludes both techniques, however,
is not considered in these combined scenarios. In total, this results in 38 different scenarios, of which
the specific setups can be found in the appendix in section 11.7 and the summary of all possible
combinations for these scenarios are shown in Table 9.
Table 9 Summary of all scenarios with combined techniques. Each scenario includes at least one of the scenario characteristics
for each technique. The setup for energy storage can even change for different thresholds and capacities.

Scenario characteristic
Tilt and orientation
Storage threshold
Storage capacity
Curtailment threshold

S35
No storage
No storage
No curtailment

EW15
ST25 (25%)
50PP (10.5 MWh)
CT25 (25%)

ST50 (50%)
100PP (21 MWh)
CT50 (50%)
CT75 (75%)

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Reference solar PV plant
The density function for every production hour from 2001 to 2016 for the reference plant is shown in
Figure 7. In line with this figure, Table 10 shows several statistics on the distribution of the production.
As can be seen in Figure 7 as well as in Table 10, in less than 5% of all hours and less than 10% of all
production hours more than 10 MWh is produced. Given that the reference solar plant has an installed
capacity of 15 MWp, one-third of its capacity (production of more than 10 MWh) is only produced in
5% of all hours.

This unbalance is also reflected in the median and mean of the hourly net production. As can be seen
in Table 10, in 50% percent of all hours, the plant produces only 67 kWh or less, which is only 0.4% of
its installed capacity. Even when only the production hours, the hours where the production is not equal
to zero, are considered, half of the time production is at max 2292 kWh, 15.3% of the installed capacity.
In line with these numbers, the averages show that the solar PV plant generates on average 1933.4 kWh
(12.9% of the installed capacity) and 3710.9 kWh (24.7% of the installed capacity) during all hours and
only production hours respectively. All these numbers illustrate the inefficient use of the grid since the
net production is the amount of electricity that is the output of the plant to through the grid. The
considered 15 MWp of installed capacity is also the capacity that is reserved on the grid, which is clearly
rarely used to its maximum capacity.
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Figure 7 The net production of the reference plant from 2001 to 2016 is displayed in a density plot for all hours (left) and for
only the production hours (right). Only the production hours exclude all hours when there was no irradiation received by the
solar panel. The blue and red dashed lines depict the 90th and 95th percentile respectively.
Table 10 Statistics on the net production from 2001 to 2016 of the reference solar PV plant

All hours

All production hours

Mean (kWh)
Median (50th percentile) (kWh)
90th percentile (kWh)
95th percentile (kWh)

1933
67
7182
9910

3711
2292
9786
11735

4.2.2
Tilt and orientation
The total annual net production per scenario is shown in Figure 8 based on the weather data from 2001
to 2016. On average, E10 and W45 are respectively 8% and 27% less efficient than REF. The figure
illustrates that this difference is rather equal for every year. Based on this figure alone it can only be
concluded that a configuration different than optimal, results in a lower net production. To take a closer
look, the average hourly production is depicted in Figure 9. The energy loss becomes also clear in this
figure. On average REF is mostly covering the curve of E10 and W45, which means that the optimal
configuration of REF produces almost as much as E10 and W45 or more. Furthermore, the peaks for
this specific time span, which are exemplary for the whole year, show also a decrease compared to the
optimal curve. The lower net efficiency of both scenarios can thus be allocated to the facts that the
optimal configuration not only produces more during peak moments but also for most other hours of
the day.
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Figure 8 Annual net production of scenarios with different tilts and orientations
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Figure 9 Average hourly net production over 2001 till 2016 for scenarios with different tilts and orientations

Figure 10 shows the comparison between REF and EW15 and the difference between REF and EW15 in
a production duration curve. This curve displays the hourly production in a year sorted from high to low
(Pierie, 2018). In this figure, only the hours in which there is production are shown. The area under the
curve is the amount of total production. It is clear that EW15 results in less output than REF, which has
an optimal configuration. In total, EW15 produces 15% less for this year than the optimal configuration.
From hour 2040, where the difference becomes negative, EW15 produces more than REF. However, for
the purpose of this research, it is of interest which differences are between both configurations on
average per hour. This is shown in Figure 11. On average EW15 only exceeds the production of REF in
the early morning hours and late afternoon hours. Next to this, the production peak in the middle of
the day is only reduced and not moved. Figure 11 also displays the extracted effects of a 100% east
configuration (E15) and a 100% west configuration (W15), which together, by taking the average, form
EW15. The production peaks of E15 and W15 are on average only moved 1 hour earlier or later.
Furthermore, the difference between EW15 and REF in the morning and late afternoon can be explained
by the production of E15 in the morning and of W15 in the afternoon, where E15 and W15 both produce
more than REF. The total difference per hour between EW15 and REF is also shown. This plot of the
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difference confirms that the REF produces on average most of the time more than EW15. Even when
EW15 produces more, the difference is relatively small. In numbers, the amount EW15 produces more
than REF compared to the amount REF produces more than EW15 is only 13.0%, of which 10.2% during
morning hours and 2.8% during afternoon hours. To conclude, the chosen scenarios, which were
discussed at the beginning of this section, and EW15 show a decrease in the net production peak.
However, it also produces significantly less at most other hours of the day.
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Figure 10 Production duration curve over 2003 of two scenarios and its difference. Only production hours are included.

Figure 11 Daily average net production per hour for different configurations over 2001 till 2016

4.2.3 Energy storage
The effect of different storage thresholds and different storage sizes can best be visualized if the
scenarios are compared to the reference plant without storage (REF). For this comparison, a density
plot is made for each scenario. Figure 12 displays the density plots of the hourly net production for the
different storage thresholds. In comparison to the density plot in section 4.2.1, the plots considered
here only include the production hours. In principle, the energy storage systems should reduce the
occurrence of the net production values higher than the storage threshold and should increase the
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occurrence of the net production values at the storage threshold and lower. Firstly, it is clear that the
effect of the storage is larger with a lower storage threshold. This is logical since higher net production
values occur less often and thus the storage system will receive less often energy to be stored. Also,
clearly, a larger size of storage is increasingly affecting the output, regardless of the storage thresholds.

Figure 12 Distribution of the net production for three different Storage Threshold (ST) and five different numbers of
Powerpacks (PP). Only production hours are included.

To elaborate more on the effectiveness of the different storage scenario Figure 13 is used. The
effectiveness of the storage system is here shown for different storage thresholds and different
numbers of powerpacks. The effectiveness of the storage system is in this case defined as: ‘the
percentage of the total gross production used to charge the storage system’. Based on both figures it
can be concluded that a storage system only results in a noticeable (> 5%) effect when the storage
threshold is less than roughly 70% and consists of 50 (10.5 MWh storage capacity) or 100 (21.0 MWh
storage capacity) powerpacks. Translating the storage capacity to a percentage of the total installed
watt peak that can be produced in an hour, a percentage of 70% or 140% respectively is required for
this specific storage technique.
It must be mentioned that the storage system in combination with thresholds lower than 10% cannot
operate properly. The threshold has then a large influence on the effectiveness, as can be seen in the
figure. This is largely due to the modeling of the storage system, which causes the discharging never to
exceed the storage threshold per hour. For the setups with larger storage capacity, it then takes many
more hours to discharge fully. Also, it starts to charge earlier the next day and throughout the year more
frequently. Consequently, the storage system is charged to its maximum more often and not able to
store more electricity. This results in a lower total effectiveness. For a storage threshold of 0%, this
means that the storage system never discharges since the input never becomes less than the storage
threshold.
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Figure 13 Storage system effectiveness for different storage thresholds and different storage capacities

Finally, when looking to the net efficiency of the considered scenarios, as shown in Table 11, only little
losses due to the efficiency of the storage system can be identified. For obvious reasons, the total
efficiency losses are highly dependent on the actual amount of energy that is being stored.
Consequently, larger storage sizes in combination with lower storage thresholds result in higher losses.
Only the ST25PP50 and ST25PP100 scenarios, for example, show losses of more than 1%.
Table 11 Net efficiencies of different storage scenarios

PP1
ST25
ST50
ST75

PP5

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

PP10

99.8%
100.0%
100.0%

PP50

99.7%
99.9%
99.9%

PP100

98.5%
99.7%
99.7%

97.3%
99.7%
99.7%

4.2.4 Power curtailment
In Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectably, the effect of curtailment on the daily average net production
per hour and the daily average curtailed energy per hour is shown for a reference solar PV plant. As can
be seen, the effect of power curtailment increases with a decreasing curtailment threshold. This can be
explained considering the distribution of the output per hour of a solar PV plant, shown in Figure 7 since
high outputs occur relatively less than low outputs. This means that with lower thresholds, curtailment
is applied more often on an hourly basis, as well as, on a daily basis. Both graphs only represent the daily
averages per hour, so the daily curves with and without curtailment are combined in one average curve.
For example, a regular winter day would only experience curtailment with lower curtailment thresholds,
while on the sunniest day in a year curtailment will be applied with almost every curtailment threshold.
Every individual hour of these days together with the same hours of the other days in the year are
combined in a daily average per hour in both figures. Consequently, with lower curtailment thresholds
and the increasing of the days and hours that curtailment is used, the effect of curtailment on the daily
average increases.
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Figure 14 Daily average net production per hour for different curtailment thresholds

Figure 15 Daily average curtailed energy per hour for different curtailment thresholds

The effect of power curtailment on the net efficiency of the PV plant is shown in Figure 16. Figure 14
and Figure 15 confirm the non-linear effect caused by the not even distributed production. For example,
at a curtailment threshold of 50%, only 16% of the total net production is lost.
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Figure 16 Effect of curtailment on the net efficiency of a solar PV plant. The blue dashed line represents the 50% curtailment
threshold

4.2.5 Technique comparison
The application of different tilts and orientations of solar panels, energy storage, and power curtailment
have been modeled previously. The initial intent of the applications of these techniques was to lower
the maximum net production, such a lower connection capacity is possible. All techniques have been
analyzed to see the effects on the net efficiency. In Table 12 for each technique a scenario that had a
significant effect is shown to compare the effects on the net efficiency and the maximum net
production. In line with this table, Figure 17 displays the effects of the three different techniques in a
production duration curve. The hours from 4629 to 8760 are not shown since the net production is zero
for these hours. EW15 and CT50 have a big effect on the net efficiency as can be seen in Table 12. This
can also be seen in Figure 17 since the differences in the area under the curves can be translated to the
net efficiency differences. The EW15 scenario, as already discussed previously, lowers not only the
peaks but produces also less for most other hours of production. This results that for most hours in the
figure EW15 it produces significantly less than REF. In the early morning and late afternoon, where
production is relatively low, EW15 produces more than REF, as was shown in section 4.2.2. This results
in that the maximum net production is only lowered 13%, while CT50 lowers the maximum net
production by 50%, while both scenarios have a similar net efficiency. The storage scenario, ST50PP100,
lowers the maximum net production also only around 13%, while the storage capacity can be considered
rather significant.

More importantly, although a different tilt and orientation and the use of energy storage can lower the
maximum net production somewhat, no definite maximum value can be defined upfront. For example,
an east-west orientated plant cannot guarantee that its maximum net production is at a certain value,
which is lower than the installed capacity. Similar reasoning accounts for energy storage. Only if the
storage capacity becomes unrealistically large or the storage threshold is ineffectively high, a definite
maximum net production can be defined, which would be equal to the storage capacity. With a normally
sized capacity and at an effective storage threshold, the peaks of a solar PV plant are so large that the
surplus of gross production above the threshold, cannot be stored every consecutive hour. This can
either be caused due to a limited maximum charge or due to a lack of storage capacity. Power
curtailment, on the contrary, provides a definite maximum. Consequently, the connection capacity can
only be lowered if the principle of power curtailment is implemented, either alone or in combination
with a different tilt and orientation or energy storage.
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Table 12 Reference plant compared to each technique. For each technique, a scenario is stated.

Technique
Scenario name
Input
Installed capacity [MWp]
Tilt [Degrees]
Orientation
Storage capacity [MWh]
Storage threshold [%]
Curtailment threshold [%]
Result
Total net production [kWh]
Net efficiency [%]
Maximum net production [kWh]

Reference
Plant
REF

Tilt
and
orientation
EW15

15
35
South

Energy
storage
ST50PP100

15
15
East-west

0

Power
curtailment
CT50

15
35
South

0

15
35
South

21
50%

0
50%

18668594.3
100%
15183.5

16114092.2
86%
13255.8

18387765.1
98%
13303.7

15651147.9
84%
7500

16000
14000

Net production [kWh]

12000
10000
REF
8000

EW15
ST50PP100

6000

CT50
4000
2000
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

Hour

Figure 17 Production duration curve of the net production of 4 scenarios

4.2.6 Combined techniques
In section 4.1.5 several scenarios are described, which can be found in more detail in the appendix in
section 11.7. The results of these scenarios are shown in Figure 18, which are also more detailed shown
and specified per scenario in the appendix in section 11.8. Several interesting findings can be established
from the results.

First of all, every scenario with a south configuration is more efficient than its equal with an east-west
configuration except for scenario 1 and 19, which are the two scenarios in the lowest left corner of
Figure 18. Both scenarios exclude storage and include power curtailment with a threshold of 25%. This
can be explained by taking a look at Figure 17, in which the east-west configuration exceeds the south
configuration at hour 2000. The east-west configuration produces lower (< 3000 kWh) net outputs more
often and in total more than a south configuration, which in the case of these two scenarios result in a
higher net efficiency for the scenario with the east-west configuration. Furthermore, with an increasing
power curtailment threshold the difference between the two configurations increases.
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95%

100%

Net efficiency

Figure 18 Net efficiency and maximum net production of all scenario with combined techniques. The setup of these scenarios
as well as the results can be found in the appendix in section 11.7 and 11.8. A division is made between the scenarios with a
south configuration (blue dots) and east-west configuration (red dots). The three curtailment thresholds are represented by
the colored dashed lines. The colored arrows show the range of the effect of energy storage at each curtailment threshold,
according to the color of each configuration. The scenarios without curtailment have no range shown since these are scattered
in the x-direction as well as in the y-direction.

Secondly, the effect that all energy storage scenarios have compared to their equal without storage, is
represented by the arrows at the different curtailment thresholds. The range of the effects of storage
increases with a lower curtailment threshold. When taking a closer look at the most efficient scenarios
per curtailment threshold, it can be established that an energy storage threshold should be equal to the
curtailment threshold to obtain the best result. This can also be argued since it was previously shown in
section 4.2.3 that the lower the storage threshold and the larger the storage size, the more effect it has.
In this case, however, the most energy is also lost due to the efficiency of the storage system. When
curtailment is also considered, it is favorable to store as much energy as possible that otherwise would
be curtailed. Here, the energy storage losses can be neglected. The most energy that would then be
available for storage without having to consider the storage losses, is when the storage threshold is
equal to the curtailment threshold. This means that a storage threshold equal to the curtailment
threshold is most favorable. Considering this, storage has the most effect with lower curtailment
thresholds at which it can result in the highest increase in net efficiency.
Finally, in line with the aim of this research, it is of interest how the connection capacity can be lowered
such that it requires less capacity on the grid. As was previously in section 4.2.5 already established,
only power curtailment is able to provide a definite maximum of the net production. This becomes also
clear from Figure 18, where the 25%, 50%, and 75% curtailment thresholds are shown and are clearly
the limiting factors for the maximum net production for the scenarios that include curtailment. These
scenarios would only require a connection with the capacity equal to the curtailment. This would mean
that for a curtailment threshold of 25% only a quarter of the connection capacity of the reference plant
is required. To take it a step further, the most efficient scenario (this scenario has the following setup:
south, ST25PP100, and CT25) with a curtailment threshold of 25% is considered, which has a 77% net
efficiency. Four of these plants would require the same hosting capacity as the reference plant would.
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From an energy perspective, this would mean that this hosting capacity could suddenly facilitate 308%
of net production compared to the reference plant.
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5 Financial analysis
In this section, a financial analysis is conducted on different setups of the individual techniques. The
previous section provides several inputs for the scenarios considered next.

5.1 Scenario descriptions
In section 4, the effect of varying the tilt and orientation of solar panels, energy storage, and power
curtailment has been modeled and the effects on the net efficiency and lowering the maximum net
production have been analyzed. In all these scenarios financial factors were left out. It is, however,
essential for the practical implementation of these scenarios to also include the financial aspects.
Therefore, this section will discuss several scenarios to investigate the financial feasibility of these
techniques as well as possible combinations to improve the efficient use of the grid.
To make reasonable comparisons between scenarios several factors need to be predetermined. The
following specifications apply unless stated otherwise.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The plant described in Table 6 is the modeled reference PV plant.
The KNMI weather data of 2003 is used.
The investment costs are €0.92 euro per Wp (Heynen et al., 2018).
There are no different costs for different configuration considered.
The o&m costs are 1% of the total investment costs (Beurskens and Lemmers, 2017).
For energy storage, the Tesla Powerpack 2 is used at a cost of €350.00 euro per kWh of storage
capacity (Electrek, 2016).
For power curtailment, no costs are considered since no additional installations, and therefore
no significant costs, are required when the power output is being controlled (Omran et al.,
2011).
Grid reinforcements costs are set at €325,000.00 per MW of the connection capacity (Frontier
Economics, 2015).
The electricity spot price of 2017 is used, which is €39.31 euro per MWh (EPEX SPOT, 2018).
The estimated daily electricity price trend of 2020 is considered (Frontier Economics, 2015).
Comparisons are made over a 15-year period.
The connection capacity is equal to the installed capacity unless power curtailment is applied.
In this case, the connection capacity is equal to the curtailment threshold, as was discussed in
section 4.2.5.
The length of the connection cables is considered to be 2500 meter (Beurskens and Lemmers,
2017).
For the connection costs the costs discussed in Table 2 and Table 3, provided by Enexis are
considered.
The connection costs for a connection capacity of more than 10 MW are linear extrapolated
based on the connection costs provided by Enexis. More details can be found in the appendix
in section 11.9.
The degradation of solar panels is neglected.

In addition to the considered investment costs, described hereabove, it must be mentioned that these
costs were specifically chosen since these costs include all system costs. As a result, although a specific
type of panel is used for the physical representation in the scenarios, the calculations on the investment
costs will not be done based on the exact costs of this panel. This is since, otherwise, many arbitrary
and theoretical decisions are needed, to come up with all other investment costs for, for example, the
cables and the construction of the plant. This would leave a lot of room for uncertainties,
incompleteness, and impractical computations. The costs, as is provided by Heynen et al. (2018), which
are based on actual total investment costs of existing plants, can prevent this.
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Furthermore, applying all techniques, either individually or a combination of them, results in a reduction
of the total production of electricity. This is either due to generating with a non-optimal configuration,
storage efficiencies or consciously producing less than possible. Although this loss in production does
not result formally in costs, it is a loss of income and therefore of relevance for the financial feasibility
of the application of the techniques.
Finally, regarding the costs for a solar PV plant, a system perspective is applied. This means that although
not all costs are born by the same entity, the comparisons and scenarios are done based on the total
costs for a solar PV plant. For example, required grid reinforcement costs allocated to a solar PV plant
are paid by the grid operators, and in the end even by taxpayers, while the investment costs are paid by
the plant owner. The purpose of this perspective is to gain insight into all significant costs that could be
allocated to a solar PV plant. Consequently, possible scenarios could lead to savings or extra costs for
both plant owners and grid operators.
As the starting point of any financial comparison, the financial costs and benefits of the reference plant
are needed. Therefore, the REF scenario will be modeled first, which also will be the baseline for the
other scenarios. Hereafter, all techniques will be modeled individually to get an overview of the financial
effects. To see the effect of a different tilt and orientation an east-west configuration (EW15), as
presented in section 4.1.2, is compared to the reference plant which has a south orientation. For the
energy storage, two different storage thresholds (25% and 50%) in combination with either 50 or 100
powerpacks are compared. A higher storage threshold and fewer powerpacks are not considered since
it showed too little effect in section 4.2.3. Last, three different power curtailment scenarios will be
modeled with a curtailment threshold of 25%, 50%, and 75%. Table 13 presents the names of each
scenario for each discussed technique.
Table 13 All cost and benefit scenarios

Tilt and orientation
Energy storage
Power curtailment

EW15
ST25PP50
CT25

ST25PP100
CT50

ST50PP50
CT75

ST50PP100

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Reference solar PV plant
For the reference plant, the costs and benefits are considered as shown in Table 14. All costs and
benefits over a 15-year period are included. The total benefits represent the total net production of
electricity over 15 years, times the fluctuating electricity price. The table shows the total net costs of
roughly 10 million euros. These costs and benefits form the basis for any comparison to other
scenarios. Unless the size of the plant changes, the investment costs and the o&m costs will not
change for the other scenarios. The other costs and the benefits can change for different scenarios
wherein the tilt and orientation are changed, or energy storage or power curtailment are
implemented.
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Table 14 Costs and benefits of the reference solar PV plant over a period of 15 years

Investments costs
O&m costs
Connection costs
Energy storage costs
Grid reinforcement costs
Total costs

Reference plant
€ 13,800,000.00
€
2,070,000.00
€
1,187,951.00
€
€
4,875,000.00
€ 21,932,951.00

Total benefits
Net cost

€
€

11,611,900.21
10,321,050.79

5.2.2 Tilt and Orientation
The effect of the tilt and orientation on the net costs of a solar PV plant were modeled for a south (REF)
and an east-west (EW15) orientated plant. Figure 19 shows the total costs and benefits. A difference
that can be identified is that EW15 has 14% less total benefits and therefore almost 12% more net costs
than REF. This is can be explained since an east-west configuration produces 14% less than the reference
plant, which has a south configuration, as was established in section 4.2.2. Also, the changing electricity
price has apparently no significant impact on the benefits based on the different average production
curves, as shown in section 4.2.2. When indeed comparing both scenarios to their equals with a fixed
electricity price, both show a similar increase of 5.5% for REF and 5.2% for EW15 in total benefits. This
means that in total for a south configuration a varying electricity price has a more positive effect than
for an east-west configuration.
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Figure 19 The costs and benefits of scenarios for different tilt and orientation

5.2.3 Energy storage
The financial effects of energy storage are modeled in four scenarios with different storage capacities
and different storage threshold, of which the results are shown in Figure 20. Logically, the energy
storage costs increase significantly in all energy storage scenarios and account for 14% and 25% of the
total costs in the scenarios with 50 and 100 Powerpacks respectively. Furthermore, a decrease in the
total benefits can be identified, which can be allocated to the efficiency losses of the energy storage
system. The total benefits would only increase in comparison with REF if the increase in benefits due to
a changing electricity price would exceed the efficiency losses. Currently, the varying electricity price
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counteracts this loss only a little. At most, for ST25PP100, where the total benefits are 7% more than
the total benefits based on a constant electricity price. For REF this is a difference of 5%. Nonetheless,
the costs for the energy storage system dominate, even when the total benefits would be more than in
the REF scenario. The net costs for the modeled scenarios range from 136% to 173% compared to REF.
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Figure 20 The costs and benefits of different scenarios with energy storage

5.2.4 Power curtailment
To gain insight into the effect of power curtailment on the net costs, three scenarios were modeled as
presented in section 5.1. The results are shown in Figure 21. In comparison to the costs of the scenarios
with different tilts and orientations and energy storage, it becomes clear that power curtailment has a
large effect on the connection costs and grid reinforcement costs. Also, the total benefits are affected
by the power curtailment scenarios. In total, it results in lower net costs for CT50 and CT75 than for REF.
Considering the fact that the net costs will approach the net costs of REF with an increasing curtailment
threshold from 75%, there must be an optimum.
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Figure 21 The costs and benefits of different scenarios with power curtailment
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Figure 22 shows the trend for the costs and benefits in more detail for curtailment thresholds ranging
from 0.1% to 100%. The effect of the uneven distribution of the production of electricity by a solar PV
plant becomes clear due to the increasing loss of total benefits with a lowering curtailment threshold.
Furthermore, based on the figure multiple optima can be determined. First of all, the lowest net costs
can be found at a curtailment threshold, just below 66.7%. The reason it lies here is that at this point
the connection capacity is just below 10 MW, which puts it in a lower price category for its connection
costs. For any other PV plant, this optimal threshold can be different. Next to the lowest net costs, an
optimum can be identified which is of the total costs per kWh of the produced electricity. By applying
the solver function in Excel, the precise optimum can be determined at a curtailment threshold of
76.4%, where the total costs per kWh are 4% lower than for the reference plant. Another optimum that
can be defined, is the lowest curtailment threshold with equal total costs per kWh compared to REF (in
short: ‘the lowest CT with equal costs per kWh’). This optimum is located at a threshold of 56.1%. At
this point, the net costs lie even relatively near the lowest net costs. Lastly, an optimum can be identified
at 33.7%, where the curtailment threshold is the lowest with equal net costs compared to REF. This
optimum, however, shows a large increase in total costs per kWh compared to the reference plant,
which makes it financially unfavorable. A summary of all optima is shown in Table 15, each with the
corresponding curtailment threshold, net costs and total costs per kWh. Based on these numbers, the
optimum, at which the curtailment threshold is the lowest with equal costs to the reference plant, is
not of further interest since its implementation is not considered to be financially feasible.
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Compared to REF
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100%
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Figure 22 The costs and benefits trend for different curtailment thresholds compared to the reference plant (REF). The orange
dashed line represents the 100% line. All different optima are labeled in grey.
Table 15 Summary of different optima. The costs are represented in a percentage compared to REF.

Curtailment
threshold
Net costs
Total costs / kWh

Lowest net costs

Total costs / kWh
optimum

66.7%

76.4%

Lowest CT with Lowest CT with
equal total costs equal net costs
per kWh
56.1%
33.7%

87.0%
96.5%

89.6
96.2%

88.5%
100.0%
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100.0%
122.7%
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6 Final analysis
6.1 Final scenario descriptions
The goal of this research was to look into how connection capacity can be lowered such the grid can be
used more efficient by taking the energy efficiency and costs into account. In section 4, it was
investigated how the connection capacity could be lowered on an energy efficient way. In the previous
section, the effects on the costs were investigated per technique. Results showed that using a different
tilt and orientation than optimal had negative results considering the net efficiency. Similar, an eastwest orientated plant showed an increase in net costs and is, therefore, less cost-efficient than the
reference plant. Combining this with the fact that changing the tilt and orientation cannot lower the
connection capacity, it is from an energy efficiency and cost perspective favorable to use a solar plant
with an optimal configuration. Therefore, varying tilt and orientation, as a technique, is not included in
the final scenarios. Energy storage, on the contrary, showed positive results from an energy perspective
as an individual technique, as well as in combination with curtailment. Nonetheless, similar to the tilt
and orientation, it is unfavorable from a cost perspective. Moreover, energy storage, as an individual
technique, is not able to improve the efficient use of the grid. For this reason, energy storage is only
considered in combination with power curtailment in the final scenarios. Lastly, power curtailment
showed promising, both energy-efficient and cost-efficient results to be lowering the connection
capacity. The power curtailment scenarios form for this reason the basis of different final scenarios,
which are all compared to the reference plant.
Three final scenarios are based on three different optima with different curtailment thresholds. These
scenarios represent the lowest curtailment threshold at which the total costs per kWh are equal to
those of the reference plant (CT57), the lowest net costs (CT66) and the lowest costs per kWh (CT76).
The thresholds of the first two scenarios are rounded up and down respectively. The rounding up is to
prevent that the costs per kWh exceed even just those costs of the REF scenario. The rounding down is
to prevent that the plant falls in a higher price category, which begins around the 66.7% threshold.
The last two scenarios that are included are CT57 and CT66 combined with energy storage. The CT57
and CT66 scenario are combined, respectively, with 21 powerpacks (CT57PP21) and 22 powerpacks
(CT66PP22). The number of powerpacks is based on differences in net costs compared to the REF
scenario. For both scenarios the number of powerpacks is rounded down to prevent the net costs to
exceed the net costs of REF, otherwise, the scenarios would be not cost-efficient. The storage threshold
is in both scenarios equal to the curtailment threshold as it was determined in section 4.2.6 to be the
best. CT77 is not combined with a storage system since storage at this threshold has to little effect which
is argued in section 4.2.3. It is arguably, to include CT57PP21 and CT66PP22 due to the small storage
capacity for the same reason of having to little effect. It is, however, chosen to include both scenarios
to gain definite certainty. The different scenarios and the specific setups are presented in Table 16. Also,
for all final scenarios, the same scenario specifications and assumptions apply as were proposed in
section 5.1 for the cost scenarios.
Table 16 Final scenario setups

Scenario
T&O
Storage
capacity
Storage
threshold
Curtailment
threshold

Ref
South
0

CT57
South
0

CT66
South
0

CT76
South
0

CT57PP21
South
4410 kWh

CT76PP22
South
4620 kWh

57%

66%

77%

40%

43%

57%

66%

77%

40%

43%
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6.2 Results

Costs-benefits (€) in millions

The financial results of the final scenarios as presented in Table 16 are shown in Figure 23 and Table 17.
All scenarios were set up such the net costs would not exceed the net costs of the reference plant,
which can be seen in the figure, as this would be not cost-efficient. Considering the net costs, CT66 is
the most favorable scenario followed by the CT57 and CT76, similar to the scenarios discussed in section
5.2.4. The scenarios with storage, show the same net costs as REF, as was intended. Both scenarios
show a little increase in total benefits compared to their equal scenario without storage. The increase
in energy storage costs for these scenarios, however, exceeds by far this increase in net total benefits,
which causes these net costs. More specifically, scenarios CT57PP21 and CT66PP22 need to invest,
respectively, 4.0 and 5.3 times the amount in an energy storage system, than they reduce the curtailed
energy in euros. This makes the storage systems very expensive and not cost-efficient. Similar results
are obtained when looking to the increase in the total costs per kWh for CT57PP21 and CT66PP22, which
are respectively 104% and 102%. For the CT57, CT66, and CT76 the total costs per kWh are 100%, 97%,
and 96% compared to REF.
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Figure 23 The costs and benefits of the final scenarios
Table 17 Financial results final scenarios (shown percentages are based on the reference plant)

Net costs
Net costs in
millions
Total costs/kWh
Total costs/kWh

REF
100%

CT57
88%

CT66
87%

CT76
89%

CT57PP21
100%

CT66PP22
100%

€ 1.03
100%
€ 0.090

€ 0.91
100%
€ 0.092

€ 0.90
97%
€0.090

€0.92
96%
€0.085

€1.03
104%
€ 0.099

€ 1.03
102%
€ 0.096

Table 18 shows the net efficiencies of the final scenarios. Compared to the equal scenarios without
storage, CT57PP21 and CT66PP22 improve the net efficiency by, respectively, 3% and 2%. In both cases,
less than 1% of the net production is lost due to the efficiency of the storage system. Furthermore, since
the curtailment threshold can be considered as a definite maximum of the net output, the connection
capacity can be set at the same level. For the scenarios, this results in the same connection capacity as
the curtailment threshold as shown in Table 18. This means for all scenarios that they have a significantly
lower connection capacity than REF, which ranges for these specific scenarios between 57% and 76%
compared to REF. Given the initial required hosting capacity, which is equal to the connection capacity
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of the reference plant, all scenarios show potential for more installed capacity of solar PV plants that
can be facilitated by the same initial hosting capacity.
A lower connection capacity, however, impedes a lower net efficiency of the solar PV plants. This means,
although, the initial hosting capacity can facilitate a higher installed capacity, a loss, due to the taken
measures, needs to be taken into account. This loss is defined as the ‘potential connection efficiency’,
which is determined by the net efficiency times the potential installed capacity and is shown in Table
18. For the scenarios with only curtailment, CT57 shows the best results as the hosting capacity can
facilitate 175% of installed capacity of solar PV plants if these plants are set up with a curtailment
threshold of 57%. Consequently, the required hosting capacity of the reference plant can be used 156%
more efficient. Meaning, 56% more electricity can be transported over the same connection compared
to the reference case. The scenarios with storage show slightly more promising results as can be seen
in the table.
Table 18 Efficiency results final scenarios (shown percentages are based on the reference plant)

Net efficiency
Connection
capacity
Potential installed
capacity
Potential
connection
efficiency

REF
100%

CT57
89%

CT66
94%

CT76
97%

CT57PP21
92%

CT66PP22
96%

100%

57%

66%

76%

57%

66%

100%

175%

152%

132%

175%

152%

100%

156%

142%

128%

161%

146%

6.3 Financial sensitivity
All scenarios have previously been based on the reference power plant. This means that all scenarios
are calculated for a solar PV plant with an installed capacity of 15 MWp. Consequently, it is of interest
how all results behave in case of solar PV plants of different sizes. For all calculations considering the
produced electricity, a linear relationship can be established. The amount of generated energy per
square meter forms the basis, which can be scaled up proportional with the size. This principle applies
to every tilt and orientation.
The financial calculations, however, have a more difficult relation. Although most costs are proportional
to the size of the plant, the connection costs are not. These costs are mostly determined by connection
costs categories, which distorts a linear relation. It is known that this categorization causes a specific
optimum in net costs for the CT66 scenario at a curtailment threshold of 66% since this is the upper
limit of a cost category. For this reason, it is possible that this optimum will be different for plants of
other sizes. Especially, in the cases where the connection capacities lie between 1 MW and 10 MW,
there can be several optima that are affected by the boundaries of different costs categories. As
specified in section 5.1, for any plant with larger connection capacity than 10 MW, the connection costs
are linear extrapolated based on the connection costs for a capacity between 1 MW and 10 MW. As a
result, a more linear relation can be expected for plants of which the connection capacity is larger than
10 MW.
A sensitivity analysis can give more insight into several financial optima for different sized PV plants. For
this reason, the reference plant is compared to solar PV plants with an installed capacity of 3 MWp and
75 MWp, respectively, 5 times smaller and 5 times larger than the reference plant. This is considered
the range of this sensitivity analysis. For this range, the following optima are compared: the lowest net
costs, the lowest total costs per kWh and the lowest curtailment threshold, at which the total costs per
kWh are equal to the total costs per kWh without curtailment. Furthermore, the two different sized
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plants are modeled with the optima of the reference plant to see how the conclusions for the reference
plant are applicable to different sized plants.
The results for the three different optima and three different sized PV plants are shown in Table 19,
Figure 24 and Figure 25. In both graphs, all plots have data points at the curtailment thresholds where
REF has an optimum. For the 3 MW and 75 MW plant, also, their own optima are included as data
points. It must be mentioned that not all optima for the reference plant correspond with the used
thresholds in the final scenarios, due to rounding decisions. In the table and figures, however, the values
are normally rounded. For the calculations of the sensitivity analysis, no rounded numbers were
considered.
That being said, the curtailment threshold for the lowest net costs differs between different sized plants,
which can be seen in Table 19 and Figure 24. The costs categories of the connection cost noticeably
affect these optima. For example, a cost category (6 MW – 10 MW) has an upper limit at a 66.7%
threshold for the reference plant and another category (1 MW – 1.75 MW) at a 58% threshold for the
3 MW plant. The last is also reflected in the lowest total costs per kWh, which is illustrated in Figure 25.
The thresholds corresponding to the different optima differ, especially, between on one side the 3 MW
plant and REF and the 75 MW plant on the other. Nevertheless, considering the thresholds of the optima
of REF for the 3 MW and 75 MW plant, still significantly lower net costs as well as total costs per kWh
compared to no curtailment. The same accounts for the threshold corresponding to the optima of the
3 MW and 75 MW plant. There is only one exemption for the 3 MW plant. The lowest curtailment
threshold, where the total costs per kWh are equal to those of the 3 MW plant without curtailment,
would not be financially favorable if this threshold would be considered for REF or the 75 MW plant.
Table 19 Curtailment threshold for different optima for different sized solar PV plants.

Lowest net costs
Lowest total costs per kWh
Lowest CT with equal total costs per kWh

REF (15MW)
67%
76%
57%

3 MW

75 MW

58%
58%
48%

64%
76%
56%

105%

100%

Net costs in %

95%

90%

3MW

64%; 88%

75MW
REF (15MW)

67%; 87%

85%

80%
58%; 78%
75%
40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Curtailment threshold

Figure 24 The effect of curtailment on the net costs for different sized plants. The lowest net costs together with the
corresponding curtailment threshold are marked orange.

40

101%

57%; 100%

48%; 100%
100%
56%; 100%

Total costs per kWh in %

99%
98%
97%

76%; 96%

3MW

96%

75MW
76%; 96%

95%

REF (15MW)

94%
58%; 94%

93%
92%
40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Curtailment threshold

Figure 25 The effect of curtailment on the total costs per kWh for different sized plants. The lowest total costs per kWh are
marked in red and the lowest curtailment threshold at equal total costs per kWh are marked in yellow.
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7 Case study - the province of Groningen
The cost and energy effects of using varying tilts and orientations, energy storage, and power
curtailment to improve the efficiency of the use of the hosting capacity of a grid, were investigated in
the previous sections. It is of interest how the results could be implemented as a solution to the
presented problem in section 1.1 and more specifically to the actual problem in the province of
Groningen. This section is, however, not aimed to propose a complete and detailed solution to the
current problems in the province of Groningen. It is merely to illustrate the effects of the obtained
results in this research to oppose the type of problem that can be identified in the province of
Groningen. The first part of the case study is also different compared to the considered situations of the
solar PV plants in this research so far. Thus far, this research has only focused on solar PV plants that
were not built yet. Next, for the current capacity, solar PV plants are considered where costs were
already made, which changes the perspective.

7.1 Current capacity
For this case study, it is assumed that the current electricity grid in the province of Groningen has a
hosting capacity of 300 MW. Given the definition in section 1, exceeding this capacity would impact
system operations, which sets this hosting capacity as an upper limit to facilitate solar PV plants. For
simplicity, each plant is equal to the reference plant previously used in this research, see Table 6, in
combination with the same specifications as presented in section 5.1. Given that the limit is reached,
suppose 20 solar PV plants can be found in the province of Groningen, each with an installed capacity
of 15 MWp. Each plant is connected to the grid with a connection capacity that equals the installed
capacity. In this situation, the grid would facilitate an annual electricity production of 373 GWh. The
total costs and benefits that could be allocated to 20 newly built plants are shown in Table 20 for the
considered 15-year lifetime. The 20 plants in Groningen, in this case, are already built and operational.
Assuming that on average these plants have been operating only for the last 5 years, as most solar PV
plants were built in recent years, they will on average be operating for another 10 years. This means
that the investment costs, initial connection costs, and the annual o&m and connection costs for the
first 5 years are already made. Also, the benefits of the first 5 years are already obtained. The remaining
costs and benefits are expected in the last 10 years. Next to this, the 20 plants were connected to an
already existing grid, leading to no costs for grid reinforcements for the occupied 300 MW of hosting
capacity. Table 20 shows the financial situation of the solar PV plants in Groningen as was just discussed.
To enhance the overview, the connection costs are split in the initial and annual connection cost. As can
be seen, most costs have been made in the first 5 years and most benefits are obtained in the last 10
years. The costs and benefits of the first 5 years and the last 10 years combined, equal the net costs of
20 new plants without the grid reinforcement costs.
Table 20 Total costs and benefits of 20 new solar PV plants and the current plants in Groningen. Negative numbers are shown
between brackets.

Investment costs
O&m costs
Connection costs - initial
Connection costs - annual
Grid reinforcement costs
Total costs

New
€ 276,000,000.00
€
41,400,000.00
€
19,025,400.00
€
4,733,620.00
€
97,500,000.00
€ 438,659,020.00

Incurred (first 5y)
€ 276,000,000.00
€ 13,800,000.00
€ 19,025,400.00
€ 1,577,873.33
€
€ 310,403,273.33

Expected (last 10y)
€
€ 27,600,000.00
€
€ 3,155,746.67
€
€ 30,755,746.67

Total benefits

€

232,238,004.24

€ 77,412,668.08

€ 154,825,336.16

Net costs

€

206,421,015.76

€ 232,990,605.25

€ (124,069,589.49)
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Given the supposed situation in Groningen, the presented scenarios in section 6 cannot be implemented
one on one. These scenarios are set up from the planning phase perspective, where no costs are made
yet. Nonetheless, when taking a few alterations into account, the scenarios can still be implemented.
First of all, the connection to the grid is already established for the plants in Groningen. This means that
the plants have a 15 MW connection, for which the initial costs are already made. Changing the
connection capacity would only result in lower annual connection costs and cannot undo the costs made
for the already established connection. Secondly, the benefits in the first 5 years were based on the
plants without applying power curtailment or energy storage. Lowering the connection capacity by
using curtailment, as the scenarios suggest, results in relatively lower benefits for the remaining years.
Lastly, lowering the connection capacity per plant would result in extra capacity on the grid for new
solar PV plants. This would result in cost savings since no grid reinforcement is required to connect
potential new solar PV plants to the grid.
The implementation of the scenarios in the presented situation in Groningen for the remaining 10 years
of operations, results in the costs and benefits shown in Figure 26. The scenarios have their effects on
the annual connection costs, energy storage costs and the total benefits. All together they result in
negative net costs. This means that in the last 10 years of operations, the benefits exceed the costs. This
compensates for the investment costs that have been made previously, which are presented in Table
20 and apply to all scenarios. Figure 26 shows also that CT57, CT66, and CT76 result in, respectively,
13%, 7%, and 3% more net costs than the reference plant. The scenarios including storage show a big
increase in costs. Logically, storage would be an even less financially favorable option for these plants
since the initial investment in a storage system only has 10 years to repay itself, in contrast to the
considered 15 years in section 6. Considering the energy storage already being costly, shortening the
time of operations of a storage system would relatively make the storage even more expensive.
Besides the costs, the implementation of the scenarios has more effects as shown in Table 21. All
scenarios have a noticeable effect on the required hosting capacity to facilitate the 300 MWp of solar
PV plants. The CT57 and CT57PP21 scenarios both show the lowest required hosting capacity of the grid
and enables the grid to facilitate 75% more installed capacity of solar PV plants. Consequently, the grid
can be used more efficiently as the connection can facilitate 156% and 161% of electricity production
compared to the reference case, given CT57 and CT40PP57 respectively. From a cost perspective, the
lower required grid capacity also implies a significant saving. With each scenario, a share of the hosting
capacity becomes available, which means that €325,000.00 per MW of grid capacity is being saved.
These savings would otherwise be considered costs if grid reinforcement would indeed be required.
Respectively, the savings would be around €41,925,000.00, €33,150,000.00 and €23,400,000.00 for a
57%, 66% and 76% curtailment threshold.
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Figure 26 The costs and benefits of the implementation of the final scenarios in the Groningen case for the last 10 years of
operation of the plants
Table 21 Results of the implementation of scenarios on the Groningen case

REF
Current installed
capacity (MWp)
Connection capacity (%)
Connection capacity per
plant (MW)
Required hosting
capacity (MW)
Required hosting
capacity (%)
Potential installed
capacity (%)
Potential installed
capacity (MW)
Plant net efficiency (%)
Potential connection
efficiency (%)

CT57

CT66

CT76

CT57PP21

CT66PP22

300
100%

300
57%

300
66%

300
76%

300
57%

300
66%

15

8.55

9.9

11.4

8.55

9.9

300

171

198

228

171

198

100%

57%

66%

76%

57%

66%

100%

175%

152%

132%

175%

152%

300
100%

525
89%

456
94%

396
97%

525
92%

456
96%

100%

156%

142%

128%

161%

146%

7.2 Extra capacity
To extend the previously discussed scenarios, the assumption is made that currently there are plans for
another 300 MWp of installed capacity of solar PV. Given the current situation, where the grid is to its
hosting capacity limit, the grid would need to be reinforced. The costs that can be estimated to reinforce
the grid for 300 MW extra capacity, would be around €97,500,000.00. As was shown in the previous
section, the implementation of different scenarios enables the grid to facilitate more installed capacity
without grid reinforcements. In case of these scenarios, all scenario would require some additional grid
reinforcement to facilitate another 300 MWp of installed capacity. For example, as was shown in Table
21, CT57 and CT57PP21 could both at most facilitate 525 MW of installed capacity.
The costs and benefits of 20 new solar PV plants with a total capacity of 300 MWp implemented in the
Groningen case are shown in Figure 27. Each scenario corresponds to the implementation of the same
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scenario to the existing solar PV plants in Groningen as shown and discussed in section 7.1. Figure 27
shows for every scenario the required grid reinforcement costs. In the case of CT66 and CT66PP21,
connecting 300 MWp of installed capacity of solar PV to the grid would require only 43 MW of extra
grid capacity. The other scenarios have similar effects as can be seen in the figure.
When the financial results obtained in section 7.1 and this section are combined, the higher net costs
shown in Figure 26 are being compensated by the lower grid reinforcement costs as shown in Figure
27. Therefore, although applying the scenarios to the existing plants impede more net costs, it is
compensated by the grid reinforcement savings. Also, for any further expansion of the installed capacity
when the grid is saturated, implementing the scenarios result in lower grid reinforcement costs since
less grid capacity is required per MWp of installed capacity.
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Figure 27 The costs and benefits of the implementation of the final scenarios in the Groningen case 20 new plants with a total
installed capacity of 300 MWp
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8 Discussion
This study focused on how the electricity grid could be used more efficiently by large solar PV plants, to
facilitate the growth of solar PV. The capacity on the grid that is available for solar PV is defined as the
hosting capacity this research, of which a share is required by each solar PV plant. This share is defined
by the capacity of the connection, which is currently often equal to the installed capacity of a solar PV
plant. This means that the connection is able to transport the maximum production peaks, which occur
rarely and thus form the basis of the inefficient use of the connection. At this moment, to be able to
connect more solar PV to the grid if the maximum hosting capacity is reached, grid reinforcement is
considered as the solution to expand this capacity. This research has looked into how different tilts and
orientations, energy storage, and power curtailment could contribute to dealing differently with the
production peaks. This way, the current hosting capacity of the grid can be used more efficient and
expensive grid reinforcements can be deferred.

8.1 Impact of research setup
8.1.1 Considered techniques
Within the boundaries of this research, only varying tilts and orientations of solar panels, energy storage
and power curtailment are the included techniques to improve the efficient use of the grid. Literature
shows actual applications of these techniques with similar purposes and, therefore, showed the
potential to lower the production peaks, which enables more efficient use of the grid. Not every
technique, however, turned out to be effective and financially feasible for the specific purpose in this
study. Largely, this is due to the different advantages and disadvantages of these techniques and the
considered relevant criteria in this research. As a result, power curtailment has only really shown its
potential, regarding the technical and financial effects on the efficiency of the grid use.

Demand, however, could play a significant role in improving the efficient use of the electricity grid by
aligning it to the production to reduce the production peaks (Mateo et al., 2017). This principle becomes
relevant if this research is conducted on solar PV systems where loads are connected to the system
without the interference of the electricity grid. This can be for example on a household scale where all
appliances can be considered loads or on a larger scale where a solar PV plant is directly connected to
industrial facilities or companies.
8.1.2 System simplifications and optimizations
For the modeling in this research, several simplifications and optimizations were made to represent a
relatively optimal solar PV plant system. First of all, the system was simplified by neglecting all losses of
the solar PV plant, except for the solar panel efficiency. Also, the solar panel degradation over time was
neglected throughout this research. In line with these simplifications, were considered optimizations.
For example, the decision to consider an optimal south configuration as the reference resulted in
scenarios with a maximized optimal total production. Furthermore, all scenarios were based on the
weather data of 2003 which was over the period of 2001 to 2016 the year in which the most global
horizontal irradiation was measured.

In reality, a solar PV plant will experience more system losses besides the solar panel efficiency plus
solar panel degradation is known for a fact to occur. Furthermore, there are many more arguments that
are beyond the scope of this research that is considered in deciding on the configuration of a solar PV
plant. Currently, there are already solar PV plants with a different configuration than optimal. Also, it is
likely that new solar PV plants will not always be set up in a south configuration. Finally, it is unlikely that
the received global horizontal irradiance for the future years will always be equal to or more than the
total received irradiance in 2003, which was used in most scenarios since this year received to most
irradiance over a 15-year period.
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All these simplifications and optimizations discussed in this section, result in a most positive annual
production pattern, on which the modeling in this research is based. Correcting the modeling for the
simplifications and optimizations would result in an overall reduced annual production pattern with, on
average, lower peaks. In general, this would have an equal or positive effect on most scenarios, which
justifies these simplifications and optimizations. For the final scenarios, which use power curtailment
this would result in a positive effect since relatively less hourly production is exceeding the curtailment
threshold. In this case, from an energy perspective, fewer losses are induced due to curtailment.
Consequently, from a financial perspective, this results in fewer financial losses due to curtailing
electricity, while the savings on connection costs and grid reinforcement costs stay the same.
8.1.3 Electricity grid complexity
Within the boundaries of this research, the electricity grid is simplified. It is, more or less, considered as
a single electricity cable with a certain hosting capacity. For the individual scenarios a plant is considered
to be connected to this cable and for the case study 20 and 40 plants are connected. This representation
was sufficient for this research. It is in reality, however, a complex branched network consisting of
multiple levels. For the current capacity problems of this complex network, the only considered solution
is to reinforce the grid. This is expensive as well as time-consuming and, also, part of the motivation for
this research (Mateo et al., 2017; NOS, 2018; Stetz et al., 2013). Another motive to search for a solution
to this problem comes with the complexity of the electricity grid. This was, however, neglected in this
research due to the simplifications of the grid. By reinforcing the parts of the grid that have reached
their capacity to facilitate new solar PV plants, only the local capacity problem is solved. From the
electricity grid perspective, however, the problem is only moved. Some neighboring part of the grid also
needs to be able to handle an increase in solar PV, which, at some point also requires reinforcements.
This process continues as long as the installed capacity of solar PV is growing. Once the whole grid has
been reinforced the same, the cycle will repeat itself with the growth of solar PV. This research might
not present a complete solution to overcome this. The final scenarios can, however, slow this process
down significantly, even reduce the total costs and are a solution that can be implemented at relatively
short notice.
8.1.4 Grid reinforcement costs
An important made assumption for the financial analysis is the grid reinforcement costs, which was
provided by only one source, Frontier Economics (2015). The financial feasibility of the final scenarios
depends largely on these costs. As a result, any deviation of these grid reinforcement costs can have a
significant positive as well as a negative impact on the financial feasibility of the discussed final
scenarios. In these scenarios, power curtailment is the determining technique. Different grid
reinforcement costs only affect this technique directly since the grid reinforcement costs are related to
the connection capacity, which in turn are determined by the use of power curtailment. The application
of energy storage or different tilts and orientations showed in this research not to determine the
connection capacity. Therefore, both techniques are not directly related to grid reinforcement costs.
Consequently, a deviation of these costs would not directly affect the application of these techniques.
On the contrary, for power curtailment, different grid reinforcement costs directly affect the tradeoff
between the electricity loss due to curtailment and the savings by lower grid reinforcement costs due
to a lower connection capacity. If the grid reinforcement costs would, in reality, be higher than assumed
in this research, it will become more favorable to have lower connection capacity, and thus make even
lower curtailment thresholds financially feasible. In the case that grid reinforcement costs would be
lower than considered, it will result in the opposite effect.

Despite different grid reinforcement costs having no direct effect on the implementation of energy
storage, it would have an indirect effect. If the grid reinforcement costs are higher than considered in
this research, potential grid reinforcement costs savings will relatively increase for different connection
capacities. The extra savings leaves more room to invest in energy storage without the net costs
exceeding the net costs of the reference plant.
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Besides all of the above, to obviate the sensitivity of the grid reinforcement costs, an expert in the field
was consulted. Mr. Visser, who is a lector Energy and Networks at the Hanzehogenschool in Groningen,
confirmed that the assumed costs were a realistic assumption and might even be conservative. Taking
this into account, it was concluded that the considered grid reinforcement costs serve the purpose of
this research. Even when disregarding the actual grid reinforcement costs, implementing the power
curtailment has proven itself to be part of a solution to improve the efficiency of the grid use.

8.2 Results in context
8.2.1 Political and legal implementation
This research was solely focused on finding a solution that would be technically and financially feasible.
Some of the obtained results, are indeed technically and financially feasible and propose a solution to
the problem discussed in this report. Implementation of these solutions, however, is more of a political
and legal issue since different stakeholders are involved and the solutions are based on a holistic
perspective on costs. First of all, solar PV plant operators have a financial incentive, for whom it is
unfavorable to curtail their electricity production for no reason. Grid operators have the sole purpose
of operating the grid and reinforcing it if it is required. Currently, power curtailment is only allowed by
grid operators for power security reasons (FME et al., 2017). Both stakeholders have either no incentive
or no power to implement the final scenarios to improve the grid efficiency. Ideally, to tackle this the
stakeholders should be incentivized, and the grid operator should be empowered to take power
curtailment measures. By compensating the plant operators for their losses, they can be incentivized to
use power curtailment plus building and operating a solar PV plant remains financially feasible. As this
research already suggested by taking a holistic perspective on all the costs induced by a solar PV plant,
the grid reinforcement costs savings can partially compensate the losses due to curtailment. This is
suggested as grid reinforcement costs are societal costs since Enexis is a state-owned company.
Currently, solar PV plant operators already receive a subsidy, called the SDE+ subsidy, which is paid for
by society and was left out of this research on purpose. Nevertheless, this principle can be considered
to compensate PV plant owners for the losses by re-allocating the funding for the grid reinforcements
as an extra subsidy. Several scenarios show even a decrease in net costs, which means that funding can
be spared compared to only considering grid reinforcements. Implementation hereof requires thus
political and legal changes.
8.2.2 Implementation tradeoff
In contrast to this research, in reality, the electricity grid is a complex branched network as previously
mentioned. In general, no part of the grid is the same and not every part of the grid is experiencing a
shortage of capacity. Therefore, implementing a solution would not yet be required everywhere.
Moreover, implementing any of the discussed final scenarios would in that case only result in
unnecessary losses. A similar effect is experienced when part of the grid with connected solar PV plants,
reaches its hosting capacity and one of the final scenarios including power curtailment is implemented.
Due to the sudden application of curtailment within the solar PV plants, all plants require less capacity
on the grid. Consequently, a share of the hosting capacity is not being used anymore, while possibly
unnecessary electricity is being curtailed by the connected PV plants. Unless this exact share of the
hosting capacity is required by newly connected solar PV plants, it is favorable to gradually lower the
curtailment threshold for existing PV plants to optimize electricity production. Nevertheless, from a
financial perspective, a tradeoff has to be made since connection cost can be saved which can oppose
the financial losses. Especially for new PV plants, it might not be favorable to gradually lower the
connection capacity otherwise no saving can be made on the initial connection costs. To conclude, for
new plants as well as for existing plants, a tradeoff can be made on the way of implementation. This is,
however, beyond the scope of this research.
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8.2.3 Location dependence
The results of this research are all based on the weather data and geographical location of Eelde. Of this
location all required accurate data was available and it could provide a good representation of the
province of Groningen, where the topic of this research originated from. Although the results are based
on this specific location, this research would also be representative for the rest of the Netherlands. This
is due to fact that the location dependence is mostly caused by the irradiation received by the solar PV
panels, which is roughly the same for the Netherlands. For this reason, this research also applies for
locations on similar latitudes, with a comparable electricity grid and costs.
8.2.4 Neglected effects
In the search for a way to use the grid more efficient, the focus was, first and foremost, on the effects,
on lowering the connection capacity, by assuring lower maximum peaks in production. Also, the effects
on net efficiency and the costs and benefits were considered important. As a result, other important
and in practice relevant factors were left out. To start, land use was not considered as a relevant
parameter within this research. Each technique would have a different effect on this. Different tilts and
orientations would have a significant impact on the required land for a large solar PV plant. Also, by
implementing power curtailment, the amount of kWh of produced electricity per square meter would
be reduced. Consequently, more land is in this case required to produce the same amount of electricity
without curtailment. However, if the initial problem is taken into account, land use is neither currently
an issue nor it is for the planned solar PV plants that already received building permits. For this reason,
land use was not considered as a relevant parameter for the aim of this research.

Secondly, power quality has, also, not been addressed specifically, while it is one of the sources of the
problem discussed in this research. Due to the range and the intermittency of the electricity production
by solar PV, the current use of the grid connection and therefore of the grid is inefficient. Especially, the
use of energy storage can improve the quality of the power output of the solar plant to the grid. In this
research, a storage system started charging when the production surpassed a predetermined threshold
and discharged when the production was below this threshold. As a consequence, the output was more
or less balanced around this threshold plus the peaks were reduced. In case of curtailment, which
shaved off the production peaks above a certain threshold, longer periods of constant production were
observed as well as the range of the output was smaller. Even different tilts and orientations of solar
panels resulted in lower peaks, which reduced the bandwidth of the power output to the grid. Each
technique would thus improve the power quality of solar PV plants compared to not implementing these
techniques. Nevertheless, this research was only focused on reducing the range of the electricity
production by lowering the peaks. Involving power quality as an influential parameter would therefore
not be within the scope of this research.
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9 Conclusion
Currently, the growth of solar PV in the northern part of the Netherlands is being stalled due to grid
capacity issues. The grid operators are planning to take grid reinforcement measures, to tackle this.
Reinforcing the grid, however, is expensive and can take years. This research has aimed to find a solution
to facilitate the growth of solar PV by dealing in a different way with the capacity issues. The motivation
to do so finds its base in the details of the capacity issues. These issues are caused by the inefficient use
of the hosting capacity of the grid. Solar PV plants are currently connected to grid, mostly, at a
connection capacity that equals the installed capacity of that plant. This capacity is, however, only ever
met during rare peaks in production. By dealing differently with these peaks, this research aimed to
investigate how and to what extent power curtailment, energy storage, and varying the tilt and
orientation of solar panels can contribute to improving the efficiency of the use of the hosting capacity
of the grid. Hereby, energy efficiency and costs were taken into account.
In the search to find an answer to the research questions, first of all, a reference large-scale solar PV
plant was modeled in the We-Energy tool. This simulation gave insight into the distribution of the
production hours and, therefore, the roots of the considered problem in this research. It showed that
over a one-year period the upper 50% of the installed capacity was only used in 10% of all hours.
Next, the different considered techniques were implemented in the model to gain insight on how these
techniques could reduce the connection capacity. First of all, different tilts and orientations showed a
reduction in the total production of a solar PV plant compared to an optimal configuration, which was
south orientated and had a 35-degree tilt. Hereafter, an east-west configuration (half of the panels were
orientated east and the other half west, both orientations had 15-degree tilt), was investigated in more
detail. It showed that the production peaks were reduced, as well as the hourly average production.
Although the production peaks were reduced, no definite maximum of the peaks could be determined
due to this technique. Therefore, this technique alone could not enable the connection capacity to be
reduced.
A similar result was obtained by implementing energy storage. This technique was also not capable of
setting a definite maximum on the production peaks and therefore enabling a lower connection
capacity. Nonetheless, the use of energy storage from an energy efficiency perspective showed
promising results by shaving off the peaks and filling up the moments, where production went below
the storage threshold. Despite this, the range of the peaks was so large that the storage size would need
to be oversized to deal with these peaks and reassure that everything could be stored. This was
considered not to be realistic.
At last, power curtailment was investigated as a technique, which showed promising results. Power
curtailment provided a definite maximum in production at every curtailment threshold. Consequently,
this threshold provided the maximum required connection capacity. Also, due to the uneven hourly
distribution of the production, applying this technique showed little energy losses for the higher
curtailment thresholds.
From an energy efficiency and costs perspective, the implementation of the techniques showed varying
results. Changing the tilt and orientation from optimal, showed negative effects for the energy efficiency
as well as for the costs. Also, this technique could not directly reduce the connection capacity.
Therefore, this technique was not included as a technique for the final scenarios. As previously
mentioned, energy storage showed, from an energy perspective, promising results. From a cost
perspective, however, energy storage showed not to be favorable. Nevertheless, based on the effect
energy storage could have on the energy efficiency, it was considered to be possibly part of a solution.
It was, however, required to be combined with power curtailment, since it could not reduce the
connection capacity by itself. Power curtailment showed promising results from energy efficiency as
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well as from a costs perspective. Together with the fact it could directly reduce the connection capacity,
it formed the basis for the proposed solutions.
Several solutions were suggested in this report to improve the efficient use of the hosting capacity of
the grid. In Table 22, all final scenarios are shown which can be considered a solution. All scenarios
involve power curtailment and the last two also include storage. Each scenario results in a net efficiency
that represents the energy loss per plant, due to the implementation of the techniques. The
implementation of the power curtailment in all scenarios, reduce the connection capacity. Due to the
lower connection capacity, a solar PV plant requires less hosting capacity, which in turn enables the
hosting capacity to facilitate more potential installed capacity. Although more installed capacity can be
connected, a net efficiency loss due to the implementation of the techniques needs to be taken into
consideration to determine the potential connection efficiency. All solutions are based on three
different optima: the lowest curtailment threshold at which the costs per kWh are equal to the
reference case (CT57), the lowest net costs (CT66) and the lowest total costs per kWh (CT76). As can
also be established from the table is that each scenario without storage shows net costs below the net
costs of the reference situation. This means in reality that costs could be saved. The last two scenarios
were set up such the savings in net costs were invested in storage systems. For CT66 and CT76 the total
costs per kWh could even be reduced. Including storage, however, shows an increase in total costs per
kWh compared to the current situation. To conclude, although five scenarios are represented here as a
solution to the problem discussed in this report, they only show the range of the financially feasible
solution. In theory, any curtailment threshold could improve the efficiency of the grid use. However,
considering one of the scenarios in Table 22, or a curtailment threshold in between, offers a realistic
solution. Also, storage is not required to be implemented, neither is it favorable from a total costs per
kWh perspective.
Table 22 Summary of the effects of five scenarios, which all could be a solution to the problem investigated in this research.
The included techniques are power curtailment (represented by CTXX, where XX represents the curtailment threshold in %)
and energy storage (represented by PPXX, where XX represents the number of powerpacks, with each 210 kWh of capacity).

Net efficiency
Connection
capacity
Potential installed
capacity
Potential
connection
efficiency
Net costs
Total costs/kWh

Reference
100%

CT57
89%

CT66
94%

CT76
97%

CT57PP21
92%

CT66PP22
96%

100%

57%

66%

76%

57%

66%

100%

175%

152%

132%

175%

152%

100%

156%

142%

128%

161%

146%

100%
100%

88%
100%

87%
97%

89%
96%

100%
104%

100%
102%

To illustrate the effect of the different scenarios a simplistic case study was set up for the province of
Groningen. It showed, high potential and in the outer most cast, similar to the result in the table above,
the grid could facilitate 75% more installed capacity of solar PV and could transport 56% more
electricity. In this case, it was expected that costs even could be saved.
To conclude, a neglected important factor, which would work in favor of this research compared to grid
reinforcements, is time. Currently, the grid operators have denied several requests to connected solar
projects due to a lack of capacity. The current and conventional solution is reinforcing the grid, which is
known to take years (Mateo et al., 2017; NOS, 2018; Stetz et al., 2013). Power curtailment and installing
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energy storage systems, however, can be implemented on short notice. The tilt and orientation can
realistically only be considered in the planned solar PV plants. Either way, any outcome including the
techniques investigated in this research would result in a more short-term solution than the current
planned solution of grid reinforcements.
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11 Appendix
11.1 Storage technologies

Figure 28 Positioning of diverse energy storage technologies per their power rating and discharge times at rated power
discharge (IRENA, 2017). The red marked area is suitable for the system boundaries of this research.
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11.2 Tilt and orientation
11.2.1 Corrected SPOM
During the implementation of SPOM in the We-Energy tool, an imperfection was identified. The model
showed negative values in W/m2 for the Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) incident on the Plane Of Array
(POA). Physically speaking, this would mean that the array is either receiving irradiance on the backside
of the array or the array is radiating, which are both processes that do not result in electricity production
by a solar panel in this setup. The error in the SPOM model can be explained by taking a closer look at
the way the POA is modeled. The DNI represents the direct sunlight on a horizontal plane and is given
by Eq. 2 (Lave et al., 2015). It is based on the (GHI), Diffused Horizontal Irradiance (DHI) and the elevation
of the sun. The DNI in the model is 0 at every elevation of the sun below 2 degrees. This is for two
reasons. First of all, every elevation below 0 degrees is 0. Physically this means that the sun is behind
the horizon and thus no direct sunlight can be received on the plane. Secondly, every elevation between
0 and 2 degrees is neglected in the model and set to 0. This is done to eliminate calculation errors
(Stratingh, 2018). Similar to the physical constraints on the DNI, the POA also has its physical limits, as
the backside of the array cannot receive any irradiance. Eq. 3 shows the formula for the DNI incident on
the POA (Lave et al., 2015). The POA cannot become negative due to the DNI as explained previously. It
can, however, become negative for every value of the AOI not between -90 and +90 degrees. This would
mean that the DNI is being received on the backside of the panel, which should have no effect at all.
Therefore, the model is corrected for this.

𝐷𝑁𝐼 =

𝐺𝐻𝐼 − 𝐷𝐻𝐼
sin(𝑠𝑢𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑣)

Eq. 2

𝑃𝑂𝐴I0V = 𝐷𝑁𝐼 ∗ cos(𝐴𝑂𝐼)

Eq. 3

11.2.2 Validation of corrected SPOM
SPOM was initially validated in three stages by using the methods described by Sargent (2013).
However, the last stage needs to be validated again since this stage is affected by the corrections in the
model. For this validation step, the same method is repeated as was applied by Stratingh (2018). The
outputs of the model are compared to the measured outputs of 10 solar panels located at EnTranCe in
Groningen with different tilts and orientations. The setups of these panels are shown in Table 23.
Table 23 Different setups for solar panels at EnTranCe

Panel Name
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12

Orientation (0 is south)
0
0
0
-20
20
0
20
-20
-40
0

Tilt
20
30
45
35
30
0
35
30
35
0

After running the same validation method, the results showed a similar outcome. The model is again
validated for its purpose based on the statistical analysis shown in Table 24. The shown statistics are the
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averages for the statistics based on the model compared to the data derived from the panels at
EnTranCe.
Table 24 Statistical analysis of initial SPOM and corrected SPOM

Statistic
STDEV (Wh)
RMSE (Wh)
rRMSE (%)
R^2 ((Wh)^2)
MBE (Wh)
rMBE (%)
Max (Wh)
Min (Wh)
Total (Wh)
Relative difference (%)

Initial SPOM
10.8
7.8
13.1%
0.97
0.97
1.8%
110.41
-78.43
91689.01
3.4%

Corrected SPOM
11.0
8.0
13.4%
0.97
0.97
1.8%
110.41
-90.83
91901.58
3.6%
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11.3 PV module compared to Ninja tool
Although validation of the PV module as a whole is not considered to be required, a comparison was
made with the online available tool ‘Ninja’ (Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016; Sargent, 2013). A good
comparison could not be made since the data used in both models results in a large difference in
accuracy. The Ninja model uses satellite data by, for example, the Merra-2. As shown in Figure 29, where
200 hours of the year 2016 are depicted, the KNMI data is less stable than the Merra-2 data. The effects
of weather conditions, such as clouds, that are expected are absent in the graph of the Merra-2 data.
The We-Energy tool uses data from the local weather station of the KNMI, which does include the
effects of other weather conditions, which in its turn makes it more accurate.

Figure 29 Comparison between the KNMI data and the MERRA-2 data for the year 2016
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11.4 Energy storage module
11.4.1 The mathematical representation of the storage module
The input of the energy storage module (𝐼𝑛0 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 8760) is the gross production of the PV
module. This input is transformed for every hour to an output (𝑂𝑢𝑡0 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 8760). The storage
module is represented as follows:
Self-dischargei
For i = 1
Self-dischargei = 0
End

For i = 2:8760
Self-dischargei = (Statei-1 – Gross dischargei-1) * SD
End
Chargei
For i = 1

End

If Ini > Storage threshold
Chargei = Minimal (
(1 – Start state) * Wst;
Pmax,c;
Ini – Storage threshold)
Else
Chargei = 0

For i = 2:8760
If Ini > Storage threshold
Chargei = Minimal (
Wst – Statei-1 + Gross dischargei-1 + Self-dischargei;
Pmax,c;
Ini – Storage threshold)
Else
Chargei = 0
End
Statei
For i =1

End

State1 = Start state * Wst + Charge1

For i = 2:8760
Statei = Statei-1 – Gross dischargei-1 – Self-dischargei + Chargei
End
Gross dischargei
For i = 1:8760
If Ini < Storage threshold & Statei > (1 – DoD) * Wst
Gross dischargei = Minimal (
Statei – (1 – DoD) * Wst;
Pmax,d / 𝜂;
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Else
End

(Storage threshold – Ini) / 𝜂)
Gross dischargei = 0

Net dischargei
For 1 = 1:8760
Net dischargei = Gross dischargei * 𝜂
End
Outputi
For i = 1:8760
Outi = Ini + Net dischargei – Chargei
End
11.4.2 Validation of the energy storage module
To validate the storage module, the predictive validation method and the trace method, both presented
by Sargent, are used (Sargent, 2013). Considering an initial setup shown in Table 25 and the reference
solar PV plant presented in Table 6 in combination with the weather data of 2003, the modeled range
can be predicted. Table 26 shows the variables that are calculated by the model. All variables have a
certain range, which can be predicted based on the inputs of the model and all constraints. Based on
Table 26 it can be concluded that all values have the same range as predicted.
Table 25 Input characteristics for storage module validation

Storage characteristic
Storage capacity
Maximum charge
Maximum discharge
Depth of discharge
Storage efficiency
Self-discharge
Start charge
Storage threshold

Input
15000
5000
5000
80%
90%
0.01%
20%
50%

Unit
kWh
kW
kW
%
%
%/h
%
% of Installed PV capacity

Table 26 Predictive validation of the storage module

Variables
Charge
State

Selfdischarge
Gross
discharge
Net
discharge

Predicted range
Min
0

Max
Maximum charge =
5,000
((1-DoD)*Storage
capacity)*(1-Self- Storage capacity =
discharge)^(number of consecutive 15000
hour of no charge after battery ran
empty) = 3000*0.99%^515 = 2849.40
0
Storage capacity * Selfdischarge = 1.50
0
Maximum discharge /
Storage efficiency =
5555.56
0
Maximum discharge =
5000
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Modeled range
Min
Max
0
5,000

2849.40

15,000

0

1.50

0

5555.56

0

5000

Also, for the predictive validation method, the energy balance can be considered since the physics law
on the conservation of energy should apply. Every energy conversion step should, therefore, be in
balance. To do so, the total values are considered which are depicted in Table 27, which are used needed
for three energy balances.
Table 27 Total values used for the predictive validation method

Total

Input

Charge

18,668,594.27

1,814,387.85

Selfdischarge
3,570.20

Gross
discharge
1,810,968.24

Net discharge Output

1,629,871.42

18,484,077.84

First, the losses due to the system efficiency should be in balance:
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 + (1 − 𝜂) ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
1,810,968.24 = 1,629,871.42 + (1 − 90%) ∗ 1,810,968.24
𝟏, 𝟖𝟏𝟎, 𝟗𝟔𝟖. 𝟐𝟒 ≈ 𝟏, 𝟖𝟏𝟎, 𝟗𝟔𝟖. 𝟐𝟒𝟒
Second, the losses due to the self-discharge should be in balance. For this equation also, the start state
value and the final state value are needed (𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒q = 3,000, 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒stuv = 2,849.40):
𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 + (𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒stuv – 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒q )
1,814,387.85 = 1,810,968.24 + 3,570.20 + (2,849.40 − 3,000)
𝟏, 𝟖𝟏𝟒, 𝟑𝟖𝟕. 𝟖𝟓 ≈ 𝟏, 𝟖𝟏𝟒, 𝟑𝟖𝟕. 𝟖𝟒
Last, the input should equal the output plus all losses and the change in energy still in the system:
𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 + (1 − 𝜂) ∗ 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 + (𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒stuv − 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒q )
18,668,594.27 = 18,484,077.84 + 3,570.20 + (1 − 90%) ∗ 1,810,968.24 + (2,849.40 − 3,000)
𝟏𝟖, 𝟔𝟔𝟖, 𝟓𝟗𝟒. 𝟐𝟕 ≈ 𝟏𝟖, 𝟔𝟔𝟖, 𝟓𝟗𝟒. 𝟐𝟔𝟒
All energy conversion steps are in balance. Only a minimal difference can be found due to rounding
errors.
Furthermore, the trace validation method is applied for two different hours. The steps of the model are
conducted manually to check whether the model behaves as would be expected. It is chosen to compare
the following hours:
•
•

Charge scenario: one hour where production is above the threshold level and where the state
is reaching its maximum storage capacity.
Discharge scenario: one hour where production is only a little less than the threshold level.

Given these descriptions hour 5076 and 1960 are chosen respectively. Next to the input, to do the
calculations the State and the Gross discharge of the previous hour are also needed. Both scenarios are
worked out in detail following the mathematical representation in section 11.4.2.1 and 11.4.2.2.
Table 28 Trace Validation of the Storage Module

Scenario
Charge
Discharge

I
5076
1960

Inputi
Statei-1
14285.77 12620.04
6689.83 15000.00

Gross dischargei-1
0.00
0.00
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Model outputi
11904.55
7500.00

Scenario output
11904.55
7500.00

11.4.2.1 Trace method for charge scenario (i=5076)
The green marked lines show the calculations used for that specific hour, due to the constraints. The
red lines were eliminated due to the constraints.
Self-discharge5076 → 1.26
For i = 1
Self discharge5076 = 0
End

For i = 2:8760
Self discharge5076 = (12620.04 – 0) * 0.01% → 1.26
End
Charge5076 → 2381.22
For i = 1
If Ini > Storage threshold
Chargei = Minimal (
(1 – Start state) * Wst;
Pmax,c;
Ini – Storage threshold)
Else
Chargei = 0
End

For i = 2:8760
If 14285.77 > 7500.00
Charge5076 = Minimal (
15000 – 12620.04 + 0 + 1.26; → 2381.22
5000;
14285.77 – 7500.00) → 6785.77
Else
Charge5076 = 0
End
State5076 → 15000.00
For i =1
State1 = Start state * Wst + Charge1
End

For i = 2:8760
State5076 = 12620.04 – 0 – 1.26 + 2381.22 → 15000.00
End
Gross discharge5076 → 0
For i = 1:8760
If 14285.77 < 7500.00 & 15000.00 > (1 – 80%) * 15000.00
Gross dischargei = Minimal (
Statei – (1 – DoD) * Wst;
Pmax,d / 𝜂;
(Storage threshold – Ini) / 𝜂)
Else
Gross discharge5760 = 0
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End
Net discharge5076 → 0
For 1 = 1:8760
Net discharge5076 = 0* 90% → 0
End
Output5076 → 11904.55
For i = 1:8760
Out5076 = 14285.77 + 0 – 2381.22 → 11904.55
End
11.4.2.2 Trace method for discharge scenario (i=1960)
The green marked lines show the calculations used for that specific hour, due to the constraints. The
red lines were eliminated due to the constraints.
Self-discharge1960 → 1.50
For i = 1
Self dischargei = 0
End

For i = 2:8760
Self discharge1960 = (15000.00 – 0.00) * 0.01% → 1.50
End
Charge1960 → 0
For i = 1
If Ini > Storage threshold
Chargei = Minimal (
(1 – Start state) * Wst;
Pmax,c;
Ini – Storage threshold)
Else
Chargei = 0
End

For i = 2:8760
If 6689.83 > 7500
Chargei = Minimal (
Wst – Statei-1 + Gross dischargei-1 + Self dischargei;
Pmax,c;
Ini – Storage threshold)
Else
Charge1960 = 0
End
State1960 → 14998.50
For i =1
State1 = Start state * Wst + Charge1
End

For i = 2:8760
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End

State1960 = 15000.00 – 0 – 1.50 + 0 → 14998.50

Gross discharge1960 → 900.19
For i = 1:8760
If 6689.83 < 7500.00 & 14998.50 > (1 – 80%) * 15000.00
Gross discharge1960 = Minimal (
14998.50 – (1 – 80%) * 15000; → 11998.50
5000.00 / 90%; → 5555.56
(7500.00 – 6689.83) / 90%) → 900.19
Else
Gross dischargei = 0
End
Net discharge1960 → 810.17
For 1 = 1:8760
Net discharge1960 = 900.19 * 90% → 810.17
End
Output1960 → 7500.00
For i = 1:8760
Outi = 6689.83 + 810.17 – 0 → 7500.00
End
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11.5 Power curtailment module
11.5.1 The mathematical representation of the curtailment module
The input of the power curtailment module (𝐼𝑛H•VBE0€D•‚B,0 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 8760) is the output of the
storage module. The output of the power curtailment module (𝑂𝑢𝑡H•VBE0€D•‚B,0 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 8760)
is also the output of the PV module as a whole, which is also referred to as the net production in this
research. The power curtailment module is represented by the following mathematical representation:

For i = 1:8760
If Incurtailment,i > Curtailment threshold * Wst & Curtailment threshold >= 0
Curtailed energyi = Incurtailment,i - Curtailment threshold * Wst
Outcurtailment,i = Incurtailment,i - Curtailed energyi
Else
Curtailed energyi = 0
Outcurtailment,i = Incurtailment,i
End
11.5.2 Validation of the power curtailment module
To validate the curtailment module, the model was run for the reference solar PV plant with a 50%
Curtailment Threshold based on the weather data of 2003. Two validation methods, the predictive
validation method and the trace method, both discussed by Sargent (2013), are used for the validation
of this module.

First, for the predictive validation method, a comparison is made between the predicted range and the
modeled range for the Curtailed Energy and the output. Table 29 depicts the predicted and the modeled
range, which both agree.
Table 29 Predictive validation of the curtailment module

Curtailed energy
Outcurtailment

Predicted range
Modeled range
Min Max
Min
Max
0
Max (Incurtailment) – Curtailment threshold * 0
7683.49
Wst = 15183.49 – 50% *15000 = 7683.49
0
7500
0
7500.00

Furthermore, it can be predicted that the total of the Curtailed Energy, Incurtailment and Outcurtailment are in
balance, due to the physics law on the conservation of energy. This would mean that all energy going in
the system should equal all energy going out of the system plus the difference of energy in the system.
Need for this are the total values shown in Table 30.
Table 30 Total values for curtailment module

Total

Incurtailment
18,668,594.27

Curtailed energy
3,017,446.40

Outcurtailment
15,651,147.87

Since there is no form of energy in the system the following balance should apply:
𝐼𝑛H•VBE0€D•‚B = 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 + 𝑂𝑢𝑡H•VBE0€D•‚B
18,668,594.27 = 3017,446.40 + 15,651,147.87
𝟏𝟖, 𝟔𝟔𝟖, 𝟓𝟗𝟒. 𝟐𝟕 = 𝟏𝟖, 𝟔𝟔𝟖, 𝟓𝟗𝟒. 𝟐𝟕
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Based on the predictive validation method the curtailment module is validated, however also the trace
method is applied for two scenarios:
•
•

With curtailment: an hour is chosen at which the input is exceeding the curtailment threshold.
Without curtailment: an hour is chosen at which the input is not exceeding the curtailment
threshold.

Based on these two scenarios it was chosen to select hour 1380 and hour 1239 respectively. The results
are shown in Table 31 and the calculations can be found in the next subsections 11.5.2.1 and 11.5.2.2.
Also, the trace method validates the power curtailment module.
Table 31 Trace method for the validation of the curtailment method

Scenario

i

With
curtailment
Without
curtailment

Ini

Modeled Outi

1380

Modeled
curtailed
energy
10901.78 3401.78

1239

6350.07

0

Scenario
Outi

7500.00

Scenario
curtailed
energy
3401.78

6350.07

0

6350.07

7500.00

11.5.2.1 Trace method for with curtailment scenario (i=1380)
The green marked lines show the calculations used for that specific hour, due to the constraints. The
red lines were eliminated due to the constraints.

For i = 1:8760
If 10901.78 > 50% * 15000.00 & 50% >= 0
Curtailed energy1380 = 10901.78 – 50% * 15000.00 → 3401.78
Outcurtailment,1380 = 10901.78 – 3401.78 → 7500.00
Else
Curtailed energyi = 0
Outcurtailment,i = Incurtailment,i
End
11.5.2.2 Trace method for without curtailment scenario (i=1239)
The green marked lines show the calculations used for that specific hour, due to the constraints. The
red lines were eliminated due to the constraints.

For i = 1:8760
If 6350.07> 50% * 15000.00 & 50% >= 0
Curtailed energyi = Incurtailment,i - Curtailment threshold * Wst
Outcurtailment,i = Incurtailment,i - Curtailed energyi
Else
Curtailed energy1239 = 0
Outcurtailment,1239 = 6350.07
End
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11.6 Tesla Powerpack 2

Figure 30 Tesla Powerpack 2 (Tesla, 2018)
Table 32 Tesla Powerpack 2 technical characteristics (Tesla, 2018)

Storage capacity (kWh)
Maximum charge (kW)
Maximum discharge (kW)
Depth of discharge (%)
Storage efficiency (%)

210 kWh
50 kW
50 kW
100%
89%
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11.7 Setups of combined scenarios
Table 33 Setup for scenarios of combined techniques

Scenario

Tilt and orientation
Configuration

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west
East-west

Energy storage
Storage
Storage
capacity
threshold
[MWh]
[%]

Power curtailment
Curtailment threshold
[%]

25
50
75
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0

25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50

10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0

25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
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25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75

11.8 Results of combined scenarios
Table 34 Results of all combined scenarios

Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Net efficiency

Maximum net production [kWh]

56%
84%
97%
99%
67%
88%
97%
99%
59%
91%
99%
97%
77%
92%
97%
98%
61%
96%
98%
56%
79%
86%
85%
66%
81%
85%
86%
58%
84%
86%
84%
73%
82%
84%
86%
58%
85%
86%
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3750
7500
11250
14742
3750
7500
11250
13869
3750
7500
11250
14582
3750
7500
11250
13304
3750
7500
11250
3750
7500
11250
13256
3750
7500
11250
11577
3750
7500
11250
13256
3750
7500
11250
10731
3750
7500
10731

11.9 Linear extrapolation of the connection costs
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Figure 31 Linear extrapolation of the initial and annual connection costs, based on a cable length of 2500 meter and lifetime
of 15 years.
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